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less frequent”. Lines 398-399, “Fig. 6 to 10” should be replaced by “Figs. 6 to 10”. Many other errors
are not pointed out here. Please improve the English of the manuscript with the aid of native speaker.
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The words “focuses the pollution” on line 110 of the original manuscript are revised as “focuses on
the pollution”. Please see line 115 in the new revised manuscript.

The words “the most importance source” on line 271 of the original manuscript are revised to “the
most important source”. Please see line 322 in the new revised manuscript.

The words “occur for 14.3% of the days” on line 383 of the original manuscript are revised to “occur
on 14.3% of the days”. Please see line 428 in the new revised manuscript.

The words “are less frequently” on line 389 of the original manuscript are revised to “are less
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Section 2.1. More discussion of AOD has been added in Section 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.3.1. These added
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(2) Section 3.2.2, the author only mentioned and analyzed the geopotential height fields and wind
fields at 850 hPa on the key date. The results may be quite different when it comes to the averaged
condition of all days corresponding to each weather pattern. It’s suggested to add the averaged
geopotential height fields and revise the discussion.
Response: Thanks for the constructive comment. In the new revised manuscript, we have removed
Figs. 6-10 of the original manuscript, and replaced them with Figs. 7-11. Figs. 7-11 present the
averaged condition of all days for each weather pattern. Meanwhile, according to the suggestion of
Referee #1, we also added the comparison of geopotential height fields and wind fields between
different layers (500, 850 and 1000 hpa) in Section 3.3.2 of the new revised manuscript.

(3) Section 3.3.1, the occurrence frequencies of five weather patterns during the regional particle
pollution episodes are not yet enough to conclude the relationship between them. It’s suggested to add
more detailed analysis for the monitoring data of particles (PM2.5 and PM10) and their precursors
(such as SO2, NO2, etc.) at surface corresponding to each weather pattern.
Response: Thanks for the constructive comment. More detailed analysis of the surface monitoring
data of air pollutants (including PM2.5, PM10, O3, NO2, SO2 and CO) for each weather pattern have
been added in Section 3.3.1. Please see new Fig. 6 and the relevant discussion words in the new
revised manuscript.



(4) Section 3.3.2, the wind speed and wind direction at surface are closely related to the transport
processes. It’s suggested to add the analysis of meteorological parameters from observational records
corresponding to each weather pattern instead of NCEP reanalysis data.
Response: Thanks for the constructive comment. More detailed analyses for the surface monitoring
data of meteorological parameters (wind speed, temperature, surface pressure and relative humidity)
have been added in Section 3.3.1 of the new revised manuscript (new fig. 6 and the relevant
discussion). In addition, the wind rose plots based on the daily data at the Nanjing site corresponding
to each weather pattern from December 2013 to November 2014 are added in Figs. 7-11. The relevant
discussion has also been added in Section 3.3.2 of the new revised manuscript. Besides, we also added
the discussion of sea-level pressure field and wind field at 1000 hPa layer based on the NCEP
reanalysis data, which can to some extent reflect the transport processes at the surface.

(5) The English should be polished. Some grammatical errors in this paper are listed as follows, Line
75, “Eastern Asian monsoon circulation” should be “East Asia monsoon circulation”, “increasing
aerosol loading” should be “increased aerosol loading”. Line 110, “focuses the pollution” should be
“focuses on the pollution”. Line 271-272, “the most importance source” should be “the most
important source”. Line 577, “it also confirmed” should be “it was also confirmed”. It is suggested to
correct the errors with the aid of a professional language correcting company.
Response: Sorry for these grammatical errors in the original manuscript. The errors listed above are
corrected as follows.

The words “Eastern Asian monsoon circulation” on line 75 of the original manuscript are revised as
“East Asia monsoon circulation”. The words “increasing aerosol loading” are revised as “increased
aerosol loading”. Please see lines 80-81 in the new revised manuscript.

The words “focuses the pollution” on line 110 of the original manuscript are revised as “focuses on
the pollution”. Please see line 115 in the new revised manuscript.

The words “the most importance source” on lines 271-272 of the original manuscript are revised as
“the most important source”. Please see line 322 in the new revised manuscript.

The words “it also confirmed” on line 577 of the original manuscript are revised as “these results also
confirm ”. Please see line 725 in the new revised manuscript.

Additionally, a professional language correcting company (Wiley Editing Services) has helped to
modify and improve the English in the new manuscript carefully. Please see the revised manuscript
with marks and the "language editing certificate".
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Abstract: Regional air pollution is significantly associated with the dominant weather systems. In14

this study, the relationship between the particle pollution over the Yangtze River Delta (YRD)15

region and the weather patterns is investigated. Firstly, First, the pollution characteristics of16

particles in the YRD are studied by using the in-situin situ monitoring data (PM2.5 and PM10) in 1617

cities and Terra/MODIS AOD (aerosol optical depth) products collected from December 2013 to18

November 2014. The results show that the regional mean value of AOD is high in the YRD, with19

the an annual mean value of 0.71±0.57. The annual mean particle concentrations in the cities of20

Jiangsu Province all exceed the national air quality standard. The pollution level is higher in the21

inland areas, with and the highest concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 respectively beingare 79 and22

130 μg∙m-3 , respectively, in Nanjing. The PM2.5/PM10 ratios are usually typically high, thus23

indicating that PM2.5 is the overwhelmingly dominant particle pollutant in the YRD. The24

wintertime peak of particle concentrations is tightly linked to the increased emissions in during the25

heating season, as well as the adverse meteorological conditions. Secondly, Second, based on26

NCEP reanalysis data, synoptic weather classification is conducted, and five typical synoptic27

patterns are objectively identified.to reveal the weather patterns that are easy tocan easily cause28

severe particle pollution in the YRD. Five typical synoptic patterns are objectively identified,29
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including the East Asian trough rear pattern, the depression inverted trough pattern, the transversal30

trough pattern, the high-pressure controlled pattern, and the northeast cold vortex pattern. Finally,31

the synthetic analysis of meteorological fields and backward trajectories are applied to further32

clarify how these patterns impact particle concentrations. It is demonstrated that air pollution is33

more or less influenced by high-pressure systems. The relative positions of the YRD to the34

anti-cyclonic circulations are quiteexerts significant to effects on the air quality of the YRD. The35

YRD is largely influenced by polluted air masses from the northern and the southern inland areas36

when it is located at the rear of the East Asian major trough. The sSignificant downward motion of37

air masses results in stable weather conditions, and thereby hinders hindering the diffusion of air38

pollutants. Thus, thise East Asian trough rear pattern is quite favorable for the accumulation of39

pollutants in the YRD, and causesresulting in higher regional mean PM10 (116.5±66.9 μg∙m-3),40

PM2.5 (75.9±49.9 μg∙m-3) and AOD (0.74) values. Moreover, this pattern is also responsible for the41

most occurrence of most large-scale regional PM2.5 (70.4%) and PM10 (78.3%) pollution episodes.42

High wind speed and the clean marine air masses may also play important roles in the mitigation43

of the pollution in the YRD. Especially when the clean marine air masses account for a large44

proportion of all trajectories (i.e., when the YRD is controlledaffected by the cyclonic system or45

high-pressure controlled pattern and the northeastoceanic circulation cold vortex pattern), the air46

in the YRD has less a smaller chance of being polluted. The found observed correlation between47

weather patterns and particle pollution can provide valuable views insight in theinto making48

decisions-making on about pollution control and mitigation strategies.49

Keywords: PM2.5; PM10; air pollution meteorology; synoptic weather pattern; the Yangtze River50

Delta region51

52

1. Introduction53

The high common occurrence of regional particle pollution is has acquired worldwide54

attention in the scientific community (Malm et al., 1994; Putaud et al., 2004; Chan and Yao, 2008)55

due to its adverse impacts on visibility (Singh and Dey, 2012; Green et al., 2012) and public health56

(Kappos et al., 2004; Brook et al., 2010). Generally, the causes for of this kind of pollution involve57

diverse aspects. Two major contributors Among themto this pollution, include the emission of58

pollutants and weather conditions are two major contributors (Oanh and Leelasakultum, 2011;59
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Young et al., 2016). Particle pollution in urban agglomerations is primarily attributed to the60

hugevery large amounts of the anthropogenic emissions of primary particles and their precursors61

(e.g., SO2, NOx, and VOCs, etc.). However, these emissions are normally quasi-stable within a62

certain period of time (Kurokawa et al., 2013). Thus, the pollution level in a certain region63

generally depends on the regional weather conditions (namely namely, weather patterns), which64

are strongly correlated with the synoptic-scale atmospheric circulation (Buchanan et al., 2002;65

Chuang et al., 2008; Flocas et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2013; Russo et al., 2014;66

Grundstrom et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015a; 2015b; Li et al., 2016).67

Until nowTo date, researchers have gained an improved knowledge of the relationship68

between weather patterns and particle pollution. For example, Buchanan et al. (2002) observed the69

significantly elevated concentrations of Black Smoke and PM10 under the anti-cyclonic, southerly70

and southeasterly weather types in the city of Edinburgh in the UK between 1981 and 1996. Russo71

et al. (2014) showed presented an objective classification scheme of for the atmospheric72

circulation affecting Portugal between 2002 and 2010, and revealed that higher concentrations of73

PM10, O3 and NO2 are predominantly associated with synoptic circulation that is characterized by74

an eastern component and the advection of dry air masses. Previous studies have confirmed that75

the different levels of air pollution have close relationsare closely related with weather patterns,76

and also and they showed ascribed its great spatial variability ascribed to the fact that the77

dominant weather pattern differs among between different regions (Flocas et al., 2009;78

Grundstrom et al., 2015).79

In recent decades, the air pollution caused by PM10 and PM2.5 has become the an extremely80

prominent air quality problem in the urban areas of China (Deng et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012;81

Ji et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2013; Huang et., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Xie et al.,82

2016a; 2016c; Zhu et al., 2017). Many studies have tried to reveal the meteorological83

contributions of meteorology to these severe particle pollution episodes. Chuang et al. (2008)84

identified seven weather patterns for aerosol events occurring from March 2002 to February 200585

in the Taipei Bbasin, and suggested that weather systems and their associated terrain blocking86

played important roles in the accumulation of PM2.5 accumulation during the days of events days.87

Niu et al. (2010) revealed the potential impacts of the weakening of the East Asian monsoon88

circulation and increased aerosol loading on the increase of in wintertime fog in China. Zhao et al.89
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(2013) analyzed a regional haze episode in the North China Plain from 16 to 19 January 2010, and90

pointed outnoted that the strong temperature inversion, weak surface wind speed and descending91

air motions in the boundary layer were responsible for the accumulation of pollutants in a shallow92

layer and that produced high pollutant concentrations within the source region. Zheng et al. (2015a)93

found that the favorable atmospheric circulation conditions are responsible for the severe winter94

haze over northeastern China. Li et al. (2016) pointed outnoted that the fog-haze days over central95

and eastern China shows aexhibited the clear features of inter-annual variations, and that the96

strong (weak) East Asian winter monsoon may result in less (more) fog-haze days across97

thethroughout this region.98

Located in the southeast coastal area of East China, tThe Yangtze River Delta (YRD) region,99

which is located in the southeastern coastal area of East China, is one of the most developed urban100

economic circles regions in the world; it, generally includes Shanghai, Jiangsu Province and101

Zhejiang Province, and it occupies over 20% of China’s total gross domestic product (GDP) (Shu102

et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2016a; 2017). In recent years, like similar to other megacity clusters in103

China, such as the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region (He et al., 2001; Chan and Yao, 2008; Ji et104

al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; 2014; Zhao et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2015a) and the Pearl River105

Delta (PRD) region (Ho et al., 2003; Chan and Yao, 2008; Xie et al., 2016c; Zhu et al., 2017), the106

YRD has also been sufferingsuffered from severe air pollution problems brought caused by an107

accelerated increasing population, urban expansion, and industrialization (Chan and Yao, 2008; Fu108

et al., 2008; 2010; 2014; Deng et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2013;109

Wang et al., 2013; 2014; 2015; Xie et al., 2014; 2016a, 2016b, 2017; Feng et al., 2015; Zheng et110

al., 2015b; Shu et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016; Ming et al., 2017). EspeciallyIn particular, the severe111

particle pollution episodes are widely recognized as one of the major air pollution issues in the112

YRD (Fu et al., 2008; 2010; Deng et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2013; Kong et al.,113

2013; Wang et al., 2013; 2014; 2015; Fu et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015b; Xu et114

al., 2016; Ming et al., 2017). Thus, a lot of many researchesstudies have been conducted to figure115

outdetermine the contamination status (Fu et al., 2010; Kang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; 2015;116

Feng et al., 2015; Ming et al., 2017), possible source (Fu et al., 2010; 2014; Kong et al., 2013;117

Wang et al., 2013; 2014; Xu et al., 2016), or and causes and or features (Fu et al., 2008; 2010;118

Huang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015a) of these episodes. However, among119
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these studies, the workstudies that have attempted to determine trying to figure out how particle120

pollution in the YRD is associated with synoptic weather patterns areis still quite limited. Zheng et121

al. (2015b) once summarized the synoptic-scale atmospheric circulations influencing the122

distribution of particles over eastern China in during autumn from 2001 to 2010. They found that123

there are six polluted weather types and three clean ones, and revealed that heavy pollution events124

particularly most commonly occur when the study areas are located at the rear of the anticyclone.125

However, tTheirhis study considereds the influence of pollution in a region that is larger than126

YRD, only focuseds on the pollution in October, and is was mainly on basisbased of on satellite127

aerosol optical depth (AOD) data. Ground-based monitoring particle concentration data can better128

represent the status of particle pollution in the urban atmosphere of the YRD. Thus, to better129

understand the relationship between the pollution in the planetary boundary layer and the synoptic130

weather patterns over the YRD, further study studies should be conducted based on surface131

monitoring the data collected over a time period of at least over a one year from the surface132

monitoring inin the YRD.133

This work attempts to enhance the our understanding of particle pollution in the YRD and,134

and provides the scientific knowledge for about the association of regional severe particle135

pollution and synoptic weather patterns. Firstly, First, we analyze the spatial and temporal136

distribution of PM10, PM2.5 and AOD in the YRD from December 2013 to November 2014 , aimed137

to illustrate the characteristics of particle pollution over the this region. Secondly, Second,138

synoptic weather classification is conducted to reveal the weather patterns related to heavy139

pollution. Finally, the synthetic analyseis of meteorological fields and backward trajectories are140

used to further clarify the impact mechanism. In this paper, Section 2 describes the observed data,141

the synoptic weather classification method and the trajectory model. Section 3 presents our main142

findings, including the a detailed analysis of the characteristics of particle pollution in the YRD,143

the synoptic weather patterns affecting the this pollution, and the mechanism how by which144

weather systems impact the pollution. In the endFinally, a brief summary is addressed presented in145

Section 4.146

147

2. Data and methods148

2.1 Observed data149
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The observed air quality data used in this study are obtained from the National150

Environmental Monitoring Center (NEMC) of China. The in situ monitoring data for of the hourly151

concentrations of PM2.5, PM10, CO, NO2, SO2 and O3 can beare acquired from the national air152

quality real-time publishing platform (http://106.37.208.233:20035). Sixteen cities are selected as153

the representative research objects sites to better reflect the status of particle pollution over the154

YRD region. They These cities are include Shanghai, Changzhou, Nanjing, Nantong, Suzhou,155

Taizhoushi, Wuxi, Yangzhou, Zhenjiang, Hangzhou, Huzhou, Jiaxing, Ningbo, Shaoxing, Taizhou,156

and Zhoushan (here, Taizhou in Jiangsu Province is renamed referred to as Taizhoushi to157

distinguish it from the city of Taizhou in Zhejiang Province). Fig. 1 shows the locations of the 16158

cities in the YRD. In order to better characterize the pollution levels of each city, The the hourly159

pollutant concentration for of a each city is calculated as the average value of the pollutant160

concentrations from measured in several of the national monitoring sites in that city, which can161

better characterize the pollution levels of the city. The sampling methods and the quality assurance162

and quality control (QA/QC) procedures used at each site act are in accordance with the Chinese163

national standard HJ/T193-2005 (State Environmental Protection Administration of China, 2006;164

Xie et al., 2016b). Furthermore, manual inspection is conducted in during data processing;,165

including this inspection includes the removal of the absentmissing and the abnormal values (such166

ase.g., PM2.5 values that are higher than PM10 values). The period of this study startsThe study167

period lasts from December 2013 to November 2014. In the following analysis, winter refers to168

the period from December 2013 to February 2014. Accordingly, spring, summer and fall represent169

the periods from March to May, June to August, and September to November in 2014,170

respectively.171

172

http://106.37.208.233:20035)
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173
174

Figure 1. The location of the YRD in China (a) and 16 typical cities in the YRD (b), with the terrain175
elevations data. The terrain elevations data are obtained from the website176
(https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/relief/ETOPO1/data/bedrock/cell_registered/).177

178

The use of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aerosol products can179

help to us comprehensively analyze the spatial and temporal variations of in aerosol loading over180

China. In this study, we use the aerosol optical depth (AOD) data obtained at a wavelength of 550181

nm wavelength in the Terra/MODIS daily global Level 3 products (MOD08_D3). They These data182

can be obtained from the MODIS collection 6 (C6) dataset183

(https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/search/index.html). MODIS aerosol products are derived by184

using two entirely independent retrieval algorithms:, one is used for deriving aerosols over land185

(Chu et al, 2002; 2003) and another is used for deriving aerosols over the ocean (Remer et al, 2002;186

2005; Chu et al., 2005). Here, we use the C6 Deep Blue (DB) products for derivingto derive187

aerosols over land, with the a spatial resolution of 1o 1° × 1o 1°, during the period from188

December 2013 to November 2014. The For detailed descriptions of the retrieval algorithms and189

their, accuracy and validation, can further refer to the work of Hsu et al. (2013).190

In order toTo illustrate the realactual weather situations, the hourly monitored meteorological191

parameter records in each of the 16 typical cities are also applied as well. These data include 2 m192

temperature (T), 2 m relative humidity (RH), 10 m wind speed (WS), 10 m wind direction (WD)193

and surface air pressure (P). They These data are collected from the National Meteorological194

Center (http://www.nmc.cn).195

196

https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/relief/ETOPO1/data/bedrock/cell_registered/
https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/search/index.html).
http://www.nmc.cn)
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2.2 Synoptic weather classification197

Synoptic weather classification refers to the analysis of historical weather charts and the198

characterization of weather systems. It is more effective for the producing disastrous weather199

forecasts due to its ability to reveal the atmospheric circulation situations. With the gradual200

popularization of computer analysis and the greater increased sharing of data, synoptic weather201

classification has great practical value in many othera wide variety of research fields. For example,202

it has widespread applications in the field of analyzing the weather patterns related to air pollution203

(Mcgregor and Bamzelis, 1995; Zhang et al., 2012; Santurt�n et al., 2015).204

Methods of synoptic weather classification can be generally be divided into the objective and205

the subjective methods (El-Kadi and Simithson, 1992). In this study, we apply the sums-of-squares206

technique, which is one of thean objective classification methods and that was established in 1973207

by Kirchhofer (Kirchhofer, 1973). The sums-of-squares technique can effectively categorize more208

than 90% of the analyzed weather maps, which is represents an improvement over the other209

correlation techniques (Yarnal, 1984). The steps of aThe application ofpplying this technique are210

threefoldinvolves three steps. Firstly, First, the daily pressure data at each grid points are211

normalized as follows:212

s
XXZ i

i
)( 

 (1)213

where Zi is the normalized value of the grid point i, Xi is the value at grid point i, X is the mean214

value of the study domain, and s is the standard deviation. Data normalization removes the effects215

of the magnitude of pressure magnitude and improves the seasonal comparability of different216

weather types. Secondly, Second, each normalized grid point is compared to all other grid pointss217

on the basis ofbased on the Kirchhofer score (S) for of each grid point:218





N

i
biai ZZS

1
)( (2)219

where Zai is the normalized value in of grid point i on the day a, Zbi is the normalized value in of220

grid point i on the day b, and N is the number of grid points. The Kirchhofer score (S) is221

calculated for each row (denoted as SR), each column (SC) and the entire study domain (ST) to222

ensure the pattern similarity between any pair of patterns for all grid points. Finally, all days are223

separated into one of the identified synoptic weather patterns according to thebased on these three224
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values and their empirically derived thresholds. ThereintoThus, the values of SR, SC and ST must225

be lower than their respective threshold values so thatfor these patterns can to be accepted as226

similar (Barry et al., 1981). For each daily grid, the lowest significant Kirchhofer score (S) is227

recorded with the associated key day, thus denoting the synoptic type of the that day. All228

rRemaining days are considered as to be ‘unclassified’.229

The dataset of meteorological field dataset used in the sums-of-squares technique is230

fromcontains NCEP–DOE AMIP-Ⅱ Reanalysis 2 data (Kanamitsu et al., 2002), which are231

collected at 00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 UTC (universal time coordinated)232

(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis2.pressure.html). These data have233

144×73 horizontal grids of 144×73, with a grid spacing of 2.5°. From the ground level to 10 hPa,234

there are 17 pressure levels in the vertical direction. The classification of synoptic weather maps is235

conducted by using the gridded data at the a geopotential height of 850 hPa during the same time236

period when the air quality data are recorded. The domain of interest is centered over the YRD237

region, covering an area of 25-40° N in latitude and 110-128°E in longitude.238

239

2.3 HYSPLIT model240

Backward trajectories can be adopted to help understand transport paths and identify the241

source regions of air masses. The Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory242

(HYSPLIT) Model (Version 4) is was developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric243

Administration (NOAA) Air Resources Laboratory (ARL). It is one of the most extensively used244

atmospheric transport and dispersion models for the study of air parcel trajectories (Draxler and245

Rolph, 2013; Rolph, 2013; Stein et al., 2016), and it has been well widely applied in simulations246

of the complex transport, diffusion, chemical transformation and depositional processes247

simulations of atmospheric pollutants (Mcgowan and Clark, 2008; Wang et al., 2011; Huang et al.,248

2015; Xie et al., 2016b).249

In this study, HYSPLIT is used to compute the air parcel backward trajectories of air parcels,250

reveal the possible source regions of air masses, and establish the source-receptor relationships for251

each synoptic weather pattern. For each synoptic weather pattern, the terminus of the each252

trajectoryies is considered to be located at the observation site in Nanjing (32oN, 118.8oE). The253

72-h backward trajectories are then calculated and clustered. The ending point is set defined at as254
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1500 m above sea level. The NCEP reanalysis data (http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/archives.php) are255

used to drive the backward trajectory calculation. The NCEP data contain 6-hourly basic256

meteorological fields on pressure surfaces with the a spatial resolution of 2.5°. In this study, these257

data are also converted to hemispheric 144 by 73 polar stereographic grids;, which isthese data258

thus have the same grid configuration as the dataset applied in the synoptic weather classification.259

260

3. Results and discussion261

3.1 Characteristics of particle pollution in the YRD262

3.1.1 Spatial distributions of particle pollution263

Fig. 2a displays the annual mean values of AOD observed at a wavelength of 550 nm264

wavelength inthroughout most areas of China. The highest values (i.e., larger than 0.6) generally265

occur in the BTH, the YRD, the Sichuan Basin (SCB), and some of the central and southern266

provinces in China (i.e., Hubei, Hunan and Guangxi provinces). AOD is mainly governed by fine267

particles in industrialized urban conditions (Kim et al., 2006);, thus, the abovementioned areas268

should be sufferingsuffer from high columnar aerosol loading. In the YRD, with the development269

of modern industrialization and urbanization, the contrasts of in the atmospheric pollution levels270

among the different cities gradually decrease gradually, and severe air pollution episodes tend to271

exhibit significant regional pollution characteristics.272

Fig. 2b shows the temporal variations of in the regional averaged AOD values of AOD in the273

YRD (covering 16 cities within the area of 25-40oN and 110-128oN). The annual mean value is274

0.71±0.57. The maximum seasonal value is 0.98±0.83 in summer, followed by 0.81±0.57 in winter,275

0.59±0.24 in spring, and 0.48±0.35 in autumn. Though Although the peak of particle276

concentrations occursare observed in winter (as shown in Fig. 3 and 5 show), the above results277

demonstrate that the maximum regional mean AOD values occurs in summer, with as they reach278

theirthe highest value of 1.60 in June. The This result is similar to that found by Kim et al. (2006),279

who. It is reported that the value of AOD is not only associated with the pollution levels of fine280

particles, but also but is also strongly affected by other factors (such ase.g., solar radiation, water281

vapor and etc.). The fact that the maximum AOD values occur in hot seasons should be ascribed to282

the combined effects of an the increase of in fine aerosol production (i.e., due to secondary aerosol283

formation by gas-to-particle conversion, the hygroscopic growth of hydrophilic aerosols and or284
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biomass burning emissions) and humid weather (Kim et al., 2006). Consequently, the aerosol285

optical depth data obtained from satellite observations can reveal the spatial distribution of286

aerosols to some extent, but they cannot exactly reflect the pollution levels and or replace the287

concentration data.288

Figs. 2c and 2d show the spatial distributions of the annual mean particle concentrations in 16289

typical cities over the YRD from December 2013 to November 2014. Generally, the spatial290

distributions of PM2.5 (Fig. 2c) and PM10 (Fig. 2d) present aexhibit overall similar pattern sas a291

whole. The annual mean PM2.5 and PM10 values decrease progressively along in the292

northwest-southeast direction, which means that particle concentrations are comparatively high in293

the northwest inland areas and low in the southeast coastal areas. The pollution levels in most294

cities have exhibit a positive correlation with their proximity from the city to the sea. The farther295

the a city is from the sea, the higher the its particle concentrations are. The maximum particle296

concentrations occur in Nanjing, with the values of 79 μg∙m-3 for PM2.5 and 130 μg∙m-3 for PM10.297

Given the pPrevious researchesstudies on of major climatic features in the YRD have298

demonstrated that, the southeast coastal area is dramatically affected by the land-sea breeze and299

marine air masses. The clean marine air masses are advantageous to the dilution and the diffusion300

of atmospheric pollutants, thus leading toproducing lighter air pollution. However, in the inland301

region, the clustered cities and the industrial districts tend to emit more pollutants, and thereby302

resulting in more the accumulation of accumulated more air pollutants around these cities.303

304

305
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306

307
Figure 2. The spatial distribution of annual mean AOD values (at a wavelength of 550 nm wavelength)308

values over the YRD (a);, the temporal variations of in regional averaged AOD values over (28-33oN and ,309
118-123oN) (b);, the spatial distribution of annual mean PM2.5 concentrations (c);, and the spatial310
distribution of annual mean PM10 concentrations (d). In (b), the gray line represents the daily value, the311
blue markers represent the monthly mean values, and the magenta line represents the 15- days moving312
average value. In (c) and (d), the acronyms of each city are marked, including Shanghai-SH, Changzhou-CZ,313
Nanjing-NJ, Nantong-NT, Suzhou-SZ, Taizhoushi-TZS, Wuxi-WX, Yangzhou-YZ, Zhenjiang-ZJ,314
Hangzhou-HZ, Huzhou-HZ2, Jiaxing-JX, Ningbo-NB, Shaoxing-SX, Taizhou-TZ, and Zhoushan-ZS.315

316

Fig. 3 illustrates the spatial distribution of the seasonal mean PM2.5 in 16 cities over the YRD.317

The pattern observed in during each season is similar to the annual mean pattern (Fig. 2c). The318

PM2.5 pollution levels are much higher in inland cities, and they decrease along in the319

northwest-southeast direction. For the seasonal variation , PM2.5 concentrations exhibit seasonal320

variations; they are highest in winter, with thereaching a maximum value being up toof 120 μg∙m-3,321

and they decrease throughout the spring, and show theyielding their lowest values in during322

summer and autumn. The difference between the PM2.5 concentration in summer and that in323

autumn is relatively small;, this difference ranges fromboth with thea maximum value of lower324

than 60 μg∙m-3 in Nanjing and to the a minimum value of close to 20 μg∙m-3 in Zhoushan.325
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326
Figure 3. The spatial distribution of seasonal mean PM2.5 over the YRD in (a) winter, (b) spring, (c) summer,327
and (d) autumn (unit: μg∙m-3 ). The acronyms for each city are the same as those in Figure 2.328

329

Table 1 quantitatively demonstrates lists the annual mean concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10330

in 16 cities over the YRD. It also shows demonstrates that the particle pollution levels are331

relatively higher in inland cities are relatively higher. The concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 in 8332

cities of in Jiangsu province Province are all higher than 60 μg∙m-3 (PM2.5) and 80 μg∙m-3 (PM10),333

respectively. However, these concentrations are comparatively lower in the cities located in the334

coastal area (such ase.g., Ningbo, Taizhou and Zhoushan) are comparatively lower. Only the air335

quality of Zhoushan meets the national standard, which may be attributed to the fact that it is336

located on the an island, where the its air is more most likely influenced by the clean marine air337

masses.338

To reveal the important role of PM2.5 in particle pollution, the ratios of PM2.5 concentration to339

PM10 concentration (PM2.5/PM10) are calculated over the YRD. As listed in Table 1, the maximum340

annual mean value of the PM2.5/PM10 ratio is 0.72 in Shanghai, followed by Huzhou and Suzhou341

(0.71), thus implying that the PM2.5 fraction is overwhelmingly dominant of relative to the PM10342
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mass in these cities. The PM2.5/PM10 ratios in other cities are betweenrange from 0.60 and to 0.69,343

with the a minimum value of 0.58 in Zhenjiang. These values are comparable to those in other344

cities, like such as Beijing (He et al., 2001), Shanghai (Wang et al., 2013), Taibei (Chen et al.,345

1999), and Hong Kong (Ho et al., 2003), thus suggesting that the formation of PM2.5 from gases is346

the most important source of particles in the cities of China. Table 1 also presents indicates that347

the PM2.5/PM10 ratios in all cities exhibit show a distinct seasonal variation. It is remarkable that348

the values of PM2.5/PM10 are much higher in winter than they are in other seasons, with reaching349

the a maximum value reaching of 0.85 in Shanghai, and followed by a value of 0.82 in Suzhou.350

The highest concentrations of PM2.5 usually occur in winter (Fig. 3a), and high values of the351

PM2.5/PM10 ratio also appear occur in during the same season (Table 1), thus indicating that PM2.5352

poses a greater threat to human health in cold seasons, that which may be related to the heating353

activities. In summer, the values of PM2.5/PM10 in the 16 cities are medium, with the a mean value354

of 0.67. The lowest ratios usually occur in spring and autumn, with when the mean ratios of all355

cities being are 0.61 (spring) and 0.63 (autumn). The minimum value occurs in the autumn of in356

Yangzhou, with the a value of 0.51, followed by a value of 0.52 in the spring of in Nanjing and the357

autumn of in Zhenjiang. The above discussion on of the spatial and temporal variations of in358

PM2.5/PM10 ratios also implies that particles originate from various kinds of sources and are359

variedly emitted.360

361

Table 1. Annual mean concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10, and the annual and seasonal mean values of PM2.5/362
PM10 ratio, in 16 cities over the YRD.363

Cities
PM2.5

(μg∙m-3)

PM10

(μg∙m-3)

PM2.5/ PM10

Annual Winter Spring Summer Autumn

Shanghai 56 78 0.72 0.85 0.68 0.72 0.66

Jiangsu

Province

Nanjing 79 130 0.61 0.64 0.52 0.70 0.60

Changzhou 69 106 0.65 0.73 0.60 0.67 0.62

Nantong 63 95 0.66 0.72 0.62 0.71 0.64

Suzhou 67 94 0.71 0.82 0.68 0.71 0.67

Taizhoushi 76 117 0.65 0.66 0.58 0.72 0.66

Wuxi 75 114 0.66 0.73 0.59 0.67 0.62

Yangzhou 68 114 0.60 0.69 0.58 0.59 0.51

Zhenjiang 70 121 0.58 0.71 0.54 0.58 0.52

Zhejiang Hangzhou 65 99 0.66 0.74 0.59 0.63 0.66
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Province Huzhou 68 96 0.71 0.78 0.66 0.68 0.69

Jiaxing 58 84 0.69 0.75 0.65 0.68 0.69

Ningbo 48 75 0.64 0.69 0.62 0.63 0.62

Shaoxing 68 100 0.68 0.72 0.62 0.71 0.68

Taizhou 50 75 0.67 0.69 0.66 0.66 0.65

Zhoushan 31 50 0.63 0.66 0.62 0.66 0.55

364

3.1.2 Temporal variations of in particle pollution365

Fig. 4 shows the annual mean diurnal variations of in PM2.5 (Fig. 4a) and PM10 (Fig. 4b) in 16366

cities over the YRD. Obviously, the diurnal cycles of particle concentrations in most cities follow367

the a similar pattern. The PM2.5 concentrations maintain comparably high values from 0:00 to368

8:00 . . From tThen on, coinciding with more vehicle emissions in during rush hours, these369

concentrations go upincrease rapidly from 8:00 to 12:00. After reaching their peak, the PM2.5370

concentrations decrease and keep theremain at low values until the sunset. During the nighttime,371

the pollutants get accumulated until the midnight, which should can be attributed to the more372

stable atmospheric stratification in the boundary layer. In comparison, there are two peaks in the373

diurnal cycles of the PM10 concentrations in several cities. The broad morning peak of PM10374

concentrations is more evident from 8:00 to 12:00, and the evening one peak occurs at around375

2approximately 20:00. Besides, In addition, the diurnal change of in particle concentrations in the376

southeast coastal area, like such as Zhoushan, is much smaller. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the377

this difference might be related to its special geographic location, which exhibits less fewer378

emissions of precursors and lower pollution levels.379
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380
Figure 4. Diurnal variations of in PM2.5 (a) and PM10 (b) concentrations in 16 cities of the YRD (unit:381
μg∙m-3).382

383

Fig. 5 demonstrates shows the monthly mean concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 in 16 cities of384

the YRD. As illustrated in the this figure, there are three peaks in the seasonal variations of in385

particles. These three peaks occur in December, March, and May/June. This monthly variation386

pattern is more obvious for PM10. The causes resulting in the wintertime peak of particle387

concentrations can be explained by two factors. One is the enhanced emissions of pollutants388

emissions from residential heating. The other is the stable and poor meteorological conditions that389

limit the diffusion of atmospheric pollutants. For The drivers of the peak appearing in March, the390

drivers may be associated with dust storms events in spring (Zhuang et al., 2001; Fu et al., 2010;391

2014). As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the values of the PM2.5/PM10 ratio in 16 cities are lowest in392

spring, with the a mean ratios of 0.61. High PM10 concentrations during this period further prove393

demonstrate that dust storms can bring more coarse dust particles to the YRD. For tThe peak in394

May/June, it is probably caused by the field burning of crop residue in rural areas of China, which395

is regarded as to be an important source of biomass burning (Yan et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007;396
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Zhu et al., 2012).397

398
Figure 5. Monthly variations of in PM2.5 (a) and PM10 (b) concentrations in 16 cities of the YRD (unit:399
μg∙m-3).400

401
3.1.3 Regional severe particle pollution in the YRD402

According to the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) of China, the urban air403

quality needs tomust meet the second standard, with the daily mean concentrations of PM2.5 and404

PM10 that are lower than 75 μg∙m-3 and 150 μg∙m-3, respectively. In this study, when the daily405

mean PM2.5 (PM10) concentrations exceed the national air quality standard in most (i.e., 8 or more)406

of the 16 cities, we define that there is athis as large-scale regional PM2.5 (PM10) pollution.407

Consequently, from December 2013 to November 2014, there were 98 (46) days when the408

large-scale regional PM2.5 (PM10) pollution episodes occurred arewere identified. That is, the409

YRD suffered from the regional PM2.5 (PM10) pollution in during nearly 28.0% (13.1%) of the410

days of the year.411

Table 2 shows the typical regional severe particle pollution episodes (that lasted no less than412

3 days) in the YRD from December 2013 to November 2014. As illustrated in the this table, there413
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are dozens of continuous large-scale particle pollution episodes occurred. For example, PM2.5414

concentrations exceeded the national standard in all 16 cities from December 1 to 5, in 2013, and415

there were more than 14 cities facing heavy PM10 pollution at the same time. From May 26 to 30,416

in 2014, serious PM2.5 and PM10 pollution episodes were found observed in more than 10 cities. It417

seems appears that high- PM2.5 pollution episodes are remarkably associated with high- PM10418

pollution episodes. Moreover, regional PM2.5 pollution episodes occurred much more frequently419

than PM10 pollution episodes. It might be owingThis may be due to the fact that fine particles420

dominate the composition of particles in the YRD (as discussed in Section 3.1.2).421

422
Table 2. The typical regional severe particle pollution episodes (lasting for no less than 3 days) in the YRD423
from December 2013 to November 2014.424

Episodes of PM2.5 pollution Episodes of PM10 pollution

1-6 Dec. 1-6 Dec.

11-15 Dec. 12-15 Dec.

24-26 Dec. 24-26 Dec.

28 Dec. - 6 Jan. 29 Dec. - 5 Jan.

15-20 Jan. 17-20 Dec.

30 Jan. - 2 Feb. 26-30 May

20-24 Feb.

16-18 Mar.

8-10 Apr.

20-22 May

26-30 May

5-7 Jun.

28 Jun. - 1 Jul.

10-12 Nov.

425

3.2 Synoptic weather classification426

In this study, To to examine the relationship between regional severe particle pollution in the427

YRD and weather situations, synoptic weather classification is carried out from December 2013 to428

November 2014 in this work. Following Using the method described in Section 2.2, we conduct429

the classification of the synoptic weather pattern by using the dataset of geopotential height at 850430

hPa collected from the NCEP reanalysis data. As shown in Table 3, five weather patterns are431

finally identified., including the East Asian trough rear pattern (Pattern 1), the depression inverted432

trough pattern (Pattern 2), the transversal trough pattern (Pattern 3), the high-pressure controlled433
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pattern (Pattern 4), and the northeast cold vortex pattern (Pattern 5). The uUnknown type434

ispatterns are defined as ‘the unclassified pattern’. During the study period, The weather situation435

on 95.6% of the days during the study period is classified as one of the five typical synoptic436

weather patterns.437

Table 3 lists the typical date, the number of days, and seasonal occurrence frequencies of438

each synoptic weather pattern. As demonstrated in the this table, Pattern 1 is the dominant weather439

pattern in the YRD, which accounts for 47.6% of all of the days of the year (from December 2013440

to November 2014). The occurrence frequencies of Patterns 2 and 3 are 20.0% and 18.1%,441

respectively. Patterns 4 and 5 are identified on the fewest number of days, with the occurrence442

frequencies of 4.1% and 5.8%, respectively.443

Table 3 also shows the seasonal occurrence frequencies of each pattern from December 2013444

to November 2014. Obviously, they are distinctly different. Pattern 1 tends to occur in winter, with445

the a frequency of 30.5%, followed by spring (25.9%), summer (21.8%) and autumn (21.8%).446

Pattern 2 is the most popular weather pattern in summer, with the an occurrence frequency of447

37.0%, followed by spring (30.1%), autumn (21.9%) and winter (11.0%). As for For Pattern 3,448

the seasonal frequencies are occur in the order of winter (36.4%), spring (27.3%), autumn (19.7%)449

and summer (16.7%). Both For Pattern 4 and Pattern 5, they are both most likely to take450

placeoccur in autumn, with the occurrence frequencies being of 53.3% and 42.9%, respectively.451

The occurrence frequencies of Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 in during other seasons account for nearly452

50%.453

454

Table 3. The typical date, the number of days, and the seasonal occurrence frequencies of each synoptic455
weather pattern.456

Type Typical date
Number of

days

Occurrence frequency (%)

Spring Summer Autumn Winter

East Asian trough rear pattern

(Pattern 1)
2014-05-12 174 (47.7%) 25.9 21.8 21.8 30.5

Depression inverted trough pattern

(Pattern 2)
2014-05-09 73 (20.0%) 30.1 37.0 21.9 11.0

Transversal trough pattern (Pattern 3) 2014-02-18 66 (18.1%) 27.3 16.7 19.7 36.4

High-pressure controlled pattern

(Pattern 4)
2014-10-07 15 (4.1%) 13.3 26.7 53.3 6.7

Northeast cold vortex pattern (Pattern 2014-09-14 21 (5.8%) 19.0 23.8 42.9 14.3
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5)

Unclassified pattern － 16 (4.4%) － － － －

457

3.3 Effects of synoptic weather patterns on particle pollution458

3.3.1 Relationship between synoptic weather pattern and particle pollution459

To figure outdetermine the relationship between synoptic weather patterns and particle460

pollution, the occurrence frequencies of the five typical synoptic patterns during the regional461

severe particle pollution episodes are calculated. As shown in Table 4, during the days with462

regional PM2.5 (PM10) pollution episodes days, Pattern 1 is the dominant synoptic weather pattern,463

with the an occurrence frequency of 70.4% (78.3%). For PM2.5 pollution, Pattern 2 and Pattern 3464

both occur in on 14.3% of the days with PM2.5 pollution episodes. For During PM10 pollution465

episodes, Pattern 2 (6.5%) appears less frequently than Pattern 3 (15.2%). The occurrence466

frequencies of Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 are less than 1%, and can thus almost be ignored on that467

account.468

According to Table 3 and Table 4, the occurrence frequency of Pattern 1 during the regional469

particle pollution episodes is obviously higher than its occurrence in during the whole entire year.470

In contrast, the occurrences of Pattern 2 and Pattern 3 during these episodes are less frequent than471

those throughout the year. Moreover, Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 appear far less frequently during the472

regional particle pollution episodes than their appearancethey do within throughout a the year. To473

sum up, it suggestsIn summary, these data suggest that the weather situation of Pattern 1 is more474

beneficial for the formation of large-scale regional particle pollution in the YRD.475

476
Table 4. The occurrence frequencies of synoptic weather patterns during the regional severe PM2.5 and PM10477
pollution episodes478

Type
PM2.5 PM10

Number of days Frequency (%) Number of days Frequency (%)

Pattern 1 69 70.4 36 78.3

Pattern 2 14 14.3 3 6.5

Pattern 3 14 14.3 7 15.2

Pattern 4 0 0% 0 0

Pattern 5 1 1.0 0 0

479

Fig. 6 shows the whisker-boxbox-and-whisker plot of the mean concentrations of mean air480

pollutants (PM10, PM2.5, O3, NO2, SO2 and CO) concentrations and the meteorological parameters481

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=16kA3gushFD6uKy_eTvwt2lGnTEMRiFrxP7knn8lrqp2W3IEkUGj2TFOmtUqDGT6aOAzm8B8kcdd7B_Xy9QnW1s2vTj39pLKa1AFHpwd-35ZKqJindiQvQGY5Wr9Fq8A
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(WS, T, P and RH) of 16 cities under the five synoptic weather patterns, as well as the482

corresponding spatial distribution of AOD over eastern China. These statistical results are also483

listed in Table 5 as well.484

As shown in Figs. 6a-6f and Table 5, the highest average concentrations of the main air485

pollutants (except for O3) averaged forin the 16 cities in the YRD are observed to be associated486

with Pattern 1. Since aerosols can reflect and absorb solar radiation and thereby cause the decrease487

of the photochemical production of O3 to decrease (Kaufman et al, 2002), the O3 concentration is488

lowest for Pattern 1 (Fig. 6c). As above mentioned above, Pattern 1 is most likely to occur in489

during winter (30.5%) and spring (25.9%). Therefore, the weather situation of this pattern features490

the weakest surface wind, the lowest humidity, the second- highest surface pressure, and low491

temperature. All of these weather characteristics are conducive to an the accumulation of particles492

and their precursors (i.e., SO2, NO2 and CO). For Pattern 3, the concentrations of PM10, PM2.5 NO2493

and SO2 are the second- highest compared to those of the other patterns. This pattern features the494

highest surface pressure and much stronger surface wind. The temperature is the lowest, as Pattern495

3 also tends to take placeoccur in during winter (37.0%) and spring (30.1%). Under the weather496

situation of Pattern 1 and Pattern 3, the YRD is both under the control of high -pressure, and likely497

to suffer serious particle pollution. The strength of the surface wind for different weather patterns498

plays a key role in the occurrence frequency of regional severe particle pollution episodes. Pattern499

1, which With has the weakest surface wind, Pattern 1 is regarded as ‘the most polluted pattern’.500

As for Pattern 2, tThe pollution levels of the main pollutants in Pattern 2 are in the middle and501

slightly lower than those for of Pattern 3. Due to the its high occurrence frequency in summer502

(37.0%) and spring (30.1), the weather condition of Pattern 2 is characterized as by its relatively503

high temperature, low pressure, and the lowest RH. In contrast, Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 are ‘the504

clean patterns’, with in which the concentrations of all of their pollutants are distinctly lower than505

those of the other three patterns. Their meteorological conditions of relatively high humidity, high506

temperature, strong wind (especially for Pattern 5) and much lower surface pressure are also507

favorable to for the mitigation of pollutants.508

Figs. 6k to 6o display the spatial distribution of AOD over eastern China under different509

synoptic weather patterns. The regional mean values of AOD in the YRD (28-33oN, 118-123oN)510

are 0.74 for Pattern 1, 0.64 for Pattern 2, 0.81 for Pattern 3, 0.47 for Pattern 4 and 0.49 for Pattern511
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5, respectively. It can also be found thatAdditionally, AOD over YRD is higher over the YRD for512

Pattern 3, Pattern 1 and Pattern 2. For these three patterns, high AOD values usually occurs in the513

BTH, the YRD, and the SCB, as well as the provinces of Shanxi, Shandong, Hubei, Hunan, Anhui514

and Guangxi. The highest AOD values are mainly found in northeastern China. For Pattern 4 and515

Pattern 5, high AOD is values are mostly concentrated in the BTH and Shandong province516

Province, while relatively low AOD is values are found in the YRD. Since AOD is closely related517

to the concentrations of fine particles concentrations, it can be concluded that the YRD is most518

heavily polluted under the weather situations of Pattern 1 and Pattern 3.519

520

521

522

Figure 6. (a-j) Whisker-boxBox-and-whisker plots for the mean values of air pollutant concentrations and523
meteorological parameters of 16 typical YRD cities. The edges of each box in (a-j) are the 25th and 75th524
percentiles;, the band inside the box is the median;, the diamond is the average;, and the whiskers extend to525
the most extreme data values. (k-p) Spatial distributions of AOD for the five synoptic weather patterns. P1,526
P2, P3, P4, and P5 represent Pattern 1, Pattern 2, Pattern 3, Pattern 4, and Pattern 5, respectively.527

528
Table 5. The average values of air pollutant concentrations and meteorological factors for the 16 typical529
YRD cities under the different synoptic weather patterns.530
Type PM10 PM2.5 O3 NO2 SO2 CO SO2 WS T P RH

Pattern 1 116.5±66.9 75.9±49.9 57.7±27.3 46.9±19.2 29.3±17.1 1.08±0.41 29.3±17.1 1.84±0.67 15.8±7.8 1015.0±8.5 72.3±14.4
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Pattern 2 81.5±38.4 52.3±27.4 65.5±23.6 36.1±13.4 20.6±9.9 0.86±0.24 20.6±9.9 2.38±0.88 20.3±6.3 1011.2±6.7 79.8±10.2

Pattern 3 86.9±49.5 59.1±37.3 58.5±25.5 35.1±15.5 23.3±15.9 0.96±0.35 23.3±15.9 2.59±0.87 13.4±8.2 1016.1±9.6 76.0±11.6

Pattern 4 66.1±18.8 40.7±15.9 76.8±19.6 29.4±9.8 19.4±6.4 0.72±0.17 19.4±6.4 2.29±0.64 21.7±4.9 1011.8±7.0 75.4±5.8

Pattern 5 58.7±31.3 37.4±22.5 61.1±20.6 29.1±11.1 17.8±8.4 0.77±0.22 17.8±8.4 2.63±0.93 19.4±8.0 1011.1±6.9 81.0±9.8

531

3.3.2 The impact mechanism of synoptic weather patterns on severe particle pollution532

Figs. 7-11 present the meteorological fields and the backward trajectories under the weather533

situations of the Pattern 1 (northwestly inland wind), Pattern 2 (southwestly), Pattern 3 (northly534

inland wind), Pattern 4 (cyclone-related) and Pattern 5 (oceanic circulation related).five synoptic535

weather patterns. The first two graphs of Figs. 7-11 illustrate the 850 hPa and 500 hPa536

geopotential height field and wind field, respectively. The third graphs display the sea level537

pressure field and 1000 hPa wind field. The highlighted boxes depoint outnote the essential538

areastudy area (i.e., the YRD) that we focus on. The fourth graphs demonstrate the height-latitude539

cross-sections of vertical velocity over the in the latitudes (of 25-40oN), which is are averaged540

from the longitudes of 110-128oE in the longitude. The bold black lines show the latitude range of541

16 cities (28.6-32.5oN) over the YRD. The positive wind speeds (102 Pa s-1) indicate that there542

arerepresent vertical downward atmospheric motions, while the negative wind speeds represent543

the upward motions. Besides, In addition, it is well known that the atmospheric pollutant transport544

trajectories are deeply affected by synoptic systems. As shown in the fifth graphs in Figs. 7-11, to545

reveal how the typical synoptic weather patterns influence the distribution of particles in the YRD,546

the 72-h backward trajectories are calculated and then clustered. Given that Nanjing is the most547

polluted city in the YRD, as described in Section 3.1, the observational site in Nanjing (32oN,548

118.8oE) is chosen for the terminus of the trajectoryies for of each synoptic weather pattern.549

As illustrated in Fig. 7a, Pattern 1 usually occurs when the YRD is located at the rear of the550

East Asian major trough and is under the control of a high-pressure ridge at 850 hPa. The center of551

the high-pressure system is on located in the northwestern Pacific Ocean. Meanwhile, northeastern552

China is strongly affected by a low-pressure system, namely namely, the Aleutian Low. The strong553

horizontal northwest wind at the rear of the East Asian major trough can transport the pollutants554

from the BTH (with high AOD, as shown in Fig. 6k) to the YRD. At the same time, the west and555

southwest wind at the rear of the high-pressure ridge can also transport the pollutants from central556

and southwestern China (such as the SCB and Guangxi Pprovince) to the YRD. The confluence of557
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air flows may cause an accumulation of pollutants in the YRD. Accordingly, the atmospheric558

circulation at 500 hPa features a shallow through with a west-northwest flow (Fig. 7b). The sea559

level pressure pattern is almost nearly dominated by a uniform pressure field, with which exhibits560

relatively weak anti-cyclonic circulation over the YRD (Fig. 7c). The above discussion can be561

further explained by the 72-h backward trajectories displayed in Fig. 7e. When the YRD is under562

the control of Pattern 1, the air masses are mainly from northern China (44%), followed by the563

central region (36%) and the northeastern regions of the YRD (19%). It This suggests that the564

particle pollution is remarkably affected by the polluted air masses from the BTH and the central565

city clusters. Surface meteorological observation records also shown indicate that566

west-northwest-southwest surface winds dominate are dominant in Nanjing (Fig. 7f), and that high567

PM2.5 is closely associated with the transport of polluted air masses in these wind directions. In the568

vertical section (Fig. 7d), the relatively weak upward air flows dominate are dominant in to the569

south of 30oN, while the clear downward air flows prevail are prevalent in to the north of 30oN.570

The largest descending velocity (~8×10-2 Pa s-1) appears at the an altitude of 500 hPa and in athe571

latitude of 37.5oN. Downward motion dominates is dominant above the YRD, which is in572

accordance with the 850 hPa circulation pattern represented by a high-pressure ridge. For this573

reasonThus, the weather conditions are relatively stable near the surface, and which is beneficial574

to the local accumulation of pollutants. Overall, Pattern 1 represents a stable synoptic weather575

pattern that , and this weather situation is extremely conductive to the buildt-up of atmospheric576

pollutants over the YRD. This result is consistent with the findings of Zheng et al (2015b).577

Pattern 1578
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579

580

581

582

Figure 7. Weather condition in Pattern 1. (a) 850 hPa geopotential height field and wind field; , (b) 500 hPa583
geopotential height field and wind field;, (c) sea level pressure field and 1000 hPa wind field;, (d)584
height-latitude cross-sections of vertical velocity (unit: 10-2 Pa/s) averaged from longitude of 110-128oE;, (e)585
72-h backward trajectory ending at the a height of 1500 m;, and (f) observation wind rose plots in Nanjing.586
In (a)-(c), the highlighted boxes depoint outnote the essential study area (i.e., the YRD) that we focus on. In587
(d), the black rectangular region represents the 16 cities in the YRD (28.6-32.5oN). In (e), the purple marker588
indicates the location of Nanjing (32oN, 118.8oE). These data is represent averagesd for all days589
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corresponding to Pattern 1.590
591

As foInr Pattern 2, a low-pressure center (the Southeast Vortex) is centered in the SCB, the592

East China Sea is influenced by a high-pressure system, and a depression inverted trough extends593

and covers the YRD region in at a latitude at 850 hPa (Fig. 8a). Consequently, in the YRD, the594

strong southwest air flows from southern China meet with the southeast air flows from the East595

China Sea. After the convergence of these air masses, they jointly transport pollutants596

northwestward. While In contrast, at the surface (Fig. 8c), the study domain area is located at the597

bottom of a high-pressure system and is impacted by a strong southeast wind. In the middle598

troposphere (Fig. 8b), the sparse isopleths indicate that there is a small geopotential height599

gradient, while the shallow ridge causes westerly flows. Fig. 8e also illustrates these air pollutant600

transport paths. For the days when Pattern 2 dominatesis dominant, about 4approximately 42% of601

the air masses are from the southwest and the south of China, and 15% are from the East China602

Sea. The air masses from the East China Sea are very important, because the clean marine air603

masses may dilute the particle concentrations in the YRD. Besides, In addition, there are nearly604

43% of air masses originatieng from the local sources of the YRD, which may be related to the605

their short-range transport in the northwest direction. This is also in accordance with the dominant606

northwest surface wind in Nanjing (Fig. 8f). When it comes toIn regard to the its vertical structure607

(Fig. 8d), Pattern 2 is obviously different from than Pattern 1, as the upward air flows dominate608

are dominant in to the south of 37.5oN. The largest updrafts zone (~7×10-2 Pa s-1) appears above609

the YRD and between the altitudes of 700 hPa and 500 hPa. The vertical velocity close to the610

surface is relatively weaker compared tothan that at higher levels over the YRD.611

MeantimeMeanwhile, there is stronger upward motion occurs near the surface in theat a latitude of612

37.5oN, with weak downward motion occurring above the 700 hPa layer. The above discussion613

suggests that atmospheric pollutants in the YRD are horizontally transported northwestward to a614

higher latitude, and vertically transported upward to higher layers. Therefore, despite the transport615

of abundant pollutants to the YRD via southwest air flows and the short-range northwest transport616

of polluted air masses, the strong surface southeast wind and upward motion under the weather617

situation of Pattern 2 determine that thereresult is in much slighter less particle pollution over the618

YRD compared to Pattern 1.619
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Pattern 2620

621

622

623

Figure 8. As in Fig. 7, but for Pattern 2.624
625

For Pattern 3, it tends to occur in winter (36.4%, as displayed in Table 3). Under this626

circumstance, the YRD is mainly controlled by a high-pressure system that is centered in central627

China (Fig. 9a). Meanwhile, northeastern China is under the steering influence of the northwest air628
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flows at the rear of the East Asian major trough, with its trough axis appearing along the eastern629

coastline of China. Affected by the strong northwest winds coming from northern China, the630

polluted air masses from the BTH are easily transported to the YRD. At the higher layer of 500631

hPa (Fig. 9b), the circulation structure patterns are similar to those for of Pattern 1. A trough632

appears in the upper atmosphere, resulting in relatively strong west-northwest flows. The presence633

of dense isopleths indicates that there is a large geopotential height gradient and strong downward634

flows. While aAt the surface layer (Fig. 9c), the presence of strong northerly wind is also evident,635

and the YRD is located at the bottom of a high-pressure system centered in the remote Mongolian636

region. The above discussion is further proved supported by the results from of back trajectory637

calculations. As suggested in Fig. 9e, most air masses in clusters are from the Loess Plateau, with638

the percentage of(i.e., 31%). The transport path of this cluster is relatively short, which might may639

be attributed to the its strong anti-cyclonic circulation. Due to the strong northerly wind, the640

long-range transport of air masses from remote Mongolia and northern China accounts for 22%641

and 18% of all trajectories, respectively. Besides, In addition, the local transport of air masses642

from the southeast coastal area in the YRD accounts for 26% of all trajectories. , and The the643

marine air masses cluster that originates from the western Pacific via the Yellow Sea accounts for644

4% of all trajectories. For the vertical structure (Fig. 9d), the distribution of the vertical flow field645

is similar to that of Pattern 1, whereas the vertical wind is slightly stronger for in the weather646

systems in of Pattern 3. Due to the influence of the high-pressure system, it is observed that647

evident downward air flows dominate are dominant in to the north of around 2approximately 28oN648

(including the YRD) below the an altitude of 300 hPa. The largest descending velocity (~9×10-2649

Pa s-1) also appears at the an altitude of 500 hPa, covering the latitude of 35-40oN. However, in650

spite ofdespite the higher surface pressure (Figs. 6i and 9c) and stronger downward motion (Fig.651

9d), the surface wind is also much stronger for Pattern 3 as well (Figs. 6g, 9a and 9c), which652

alleviates the problems of air pollution over the YRD compared to Pattern 1. In allOverall, under653

the weather situation of Pattern 3, the strong northwest wind in the front of the high-pressure654

system usually leads to the transport of polluted air masses from the BTH to the YRD.655

Nevertheless, the strong surface wind is conducive to the mitigation of pollutants, which plays a656

significant role in the level of air pollution over the YRD.657
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Pattern 3658

659

660

661

Figure 9. As in Fig. 7, but for Pattern 3.662

663

With respect toIn Pattern 4, on both the surface and at the 850 hPa level, the study domain664

area is under the control of a high-pressure system (Figs. 10a and 10c). The center of the665

high-pressure system is located on in the Sea of Japan, while a cyclonic circulation occurs over the666
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Philippine Sea. The aAnti-cyclonic circulation prevails over the YRD and horizontally brings the667

clean marine air masses to the land. Meanwhile, the sparse isopleths represent a small geopotential668

height gradient in the middle troposphere, which is accompanied by a much weaker west wind669

compared to the other patterns (Fig. 10b). Accordingly, influenced by the high-pressure system,670

the downward atmospheric motion dominates is clearly dominant in the vertical direction671

obviously (Fig. 10d). The strongest downward motion (~6×10-2 Pa s-1) appears between the672

altitudes of 300 hPa and 500 hPa and at the a latitude of 35oN. The weak updrafts near the surface673

may be related to the regional thermodynamic circulation. As shown in Fig. 10e, the cluster with674

the largest frequency of 32% stands forrepresents the local transport of air masses from the675

southern adjacent areas in the YRD. Additionally, the air masses originating from northern China676

via the Bohai Bay (25%), from Japan via the Yellow Sea (23%), and from the Philippines via the677

East China Sea (5%) are also representative. In total, These the clusters passing that pass over the678

ocean areas totally account for more than 50% of all trajectories. Therefore, under this weather679

situation, it is confirmed that the dilution effects of clean marine air masses play great a large roles680

in the particle pollution over the YRD.681

Pattern 5 features one of the most complex circulation situations at 850 hPa (Fig. 11a). The682

YRD is located between the bottom of the northern high-pressure system and the top of the683

southern weak low-pressure system. For this reasonThus, the strong horizontal strong east wind684

prevails and easily carries clean marine air masses from the East China Sea to the YRD. The685

corresponding circulation structure at the surface layer is similar to that at the 850 hPa layer (Fig.686

11c), while the east-northeast flows prevailsare prevalent over the study domain. In the upper687

troposphere, a ridge appears in the east due to the tropical cyclonic system, thus leading to the688

west-southwest flows over the region. Owing Due to the above-mentionedabovementioned two689

opposite pressure systems (Fig. 11a), strong upward air flows are dominant in to the south of the690

latitude of 35 oN, while the downward motion is obvious in the north (Fig. 11d). The largest691

ascending velocity (~ -9×10-2 Pa s-1) appears in at the a latitude of around 2approximately 27.5 oN692

in the upper troposphere. The This strong upward motion facilitates the diffusion and removal of693

the accumulated pollutants from the surface layer. According to Fig. 11e, the cluster with the694

largest frequency of 45% consists of the wet air parcels originating from Japan via the Yellow Sea.695

Only 5% of the trajectories originates from the Philippines and pass over the East China Sea. On696
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the wholeOverall, under the weather situation for of Pattern 5, the transport of clean marine air697

masses and favorable diffusion conditions contribute to the good air quality over the YRD.698

Pattern 4699

700

701

702

703

Figure 10. As in Fig. 7, but for Pattern 4.704

705
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Pattern 5706

707

708

709

Figure 11. As in Fig. 7, but for Pattern 5.710

711

To sum upsummarize, the weather situations for Patterns 1-5 are more or less affected by a712

high-pressure system. However, the relative positions of the study domain area to the anti-cyclonic713

circulation system are have quite significant to effects on the air quality of the YRD. These714
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differences determine the wind speed and wind direction, and the latter further determines whether715

the YRD is influenced by the clean marine air masses. For In both Pattern 1 and Pattern 3, the716

YRD are bothis impacted by the northwest air flows at the rear of the East Asian major trough,717

which transport abundant air pollutants from other regions (such as the BTH and the SCB) to the718

YRD and cause severe particle pollution (as well as high AOD value sas well) in the YRD. In719

contrast, the weaker local surface wind for in Pattern 1 is extremely conducive to the local720

accumulation of pollutants. For this reason, Pattern 1 is ‘the most polluted pattern’, and it is721

responsible for the most of the large-scale particle pollution episodes over the YRD. Owning Due722

to the its stronger surface wind, Pattern 3 is ‘the second- most polluted pattern’. As for In Pattern723

2, the polluted air masses mainly travel from the southern inland areas, and synchronously meet724

with the clean marine air masses in the YRD. To some extent, this weather situation is helpful to725

the mitigation ofhelps mitigate particle pollution in the YRD. With respect toIn Pattern 4 and726

Pattern 5, the YRD is directly influenced by the air flows traveling from the ocean areas, and it has727

little chance of beingis thus unlikely to be polluted. Thus, Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 can be identified728

as ‘the clean patterns’. It These data suggests that the clean marine air masses can have great729

dilution impacts onsubstantially dilute the particle pollution over the YRD.730

731
4. Conclusions732

In this study, the spatial and temporal distributions of particle pollution in 16 YRD cities are733

characterized from December 2013 to November 2014. Meanwhile, the synoptic weather734

classification is conducted to identify the dominant weather patterns over the YRD. The735

meteorological fields and 72-h backward trajectories are analyzed to reveal the potential impacts736

of weather systems on the regional severe particle pollution episodes.737

From theO observational records, it is shown indicate that the concentrations of PM2.5 and738

PM10 decrease progressively along in the northwest-southeast direction. The pollution levels are739

comparatively higher in the Jiangsu Province and much lower in the southeast coastal area (i.e.,740

Ningbo, Taizhou and Zhoushan). The highest particle concentrations occurs in Nanjing, with741

where the concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 being are 79 and 130 μg∙m-3, respectively. The742

PM2.5/PM10 ratios are high in the YRD, especially in winter. The seasonal mean PM2.5/PM10 ratios743

are 0.73 (winter), 0.61 (spring), 0.67 (summer) and 0.63 (autumn), respectively. These high744
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PM2.5/PM10 ratios suggest that the PM2.5 fraction is extraordinarily dominant in the PM10 mass in745

the YRD. Besides, In addition, high AOD is values are also found in the YRD, with the an annual746

mean value of 0.71±0.57 and the a maximum seasonal mean value of 0.98±0.83 in summer. The747

diurnal cycles of the particle concentrations in most cities follow the same pattern, with reaching a748

morning peak from 8:00 to 12:00. There are three peaks in seasonal variations (December, March,749

and May or June). The wintertime peak is closely related to the enhanced emissions in during the750

heating season and poor meteorological conditions. Moreover, the YRD suffers from the PM2.5751

(PM10) pollution in on nearly 28.0% (13.1%) of the days of the year. The cContinuous large-scale752

regional PM2.5 pollution episodes occur much more frequently than the PM10 pollution episodes.753

Based on the sums-of-squares technique, five typical synoptic weather patterns are754

objectively identified in the YRD, including Pattern 1 (northwestly inland wind, which occurs on755

47.7% of all days), Pattern 2 (southwestly, 20.0%), Pattern 3 (northly inland wind, 18.1%), Pattern756

4 (cyclone-related, 4.1%) and Pattern 5 (oceanic circulation related, 5.8%).the East Asia major757

trough rear pattern (Pattern 1, occurs which occurs on 47.7% of all days), the758

depression inverted trough pattern (Pattern 2, 20.0%), the transversal trough pattern (Pattern 3,759

18.1%), the high-pressure controlled pattern (Pattern 4, 4.1%) and the northeast cold vortex760

pattern (Pattern 5, 5.8%). Each pattern differs from the other in respect to the relative position of761

the YRD to the main synoptic system (i.e., the anti-cyclonic circulation system). The This762

difference determines the wind speed and wind direction, which play an important roles in the air763

quality level of the YRD. EspeciallyIn particular, the wind direction is closely associated with the764

situationdetermining whether the YRD is influenced by clean marine air masses. Under In the765

patterns when in which the YRD is located at the rear of the East Asian major trough at 850 hPa766

(i.e., Pattern 1 and Pattern 3), the strong northwest wind can easily transport air pollutants from767

other polluted areas to the YRD, thus leading to serious particle pollution in the YRD. Due to the768

high-pressure system, significant vertical downward motion dominates is dominant above the769

YRD, resulting in relatively stable weather conditions at the surface. With weak local surface wind,770

the worst polluted weather pattern (Pattern 1) features the highest regional mean PM10771

(116.5±66.9 μg∙m-3), PM2.5 (75.9±49.9 μg∙m-3) and high AOD (0.74) values. Pattern 1 is also772

responsible for the most of the large-scale regional PM2.5 (70.4%) and PM10 (78.3%) pollution773

episodes in the YRD. As for In Pattern 3, the strongest surface wind is conducive to the774
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mitigation of pollution, thus resulting in the second- highest PM10 (86.9±49.5 μg∙m-3) and PM2.5775

(59.1±37.3 μg∙m-3) values. In contrast, under the weather system of other synoptic patterns776

(especially Pattern 4 and Pattern 5), the clean marine air masses, which are transported via the777

east-southeast wind, play a crucial role in the mitigation of pollution over the YRD. Therefore, the778

YRD has a much less smaller chance of being polluted.779

In summary, the above results reveal that the particle pollution in China is no longer a thorny780

issue not only over a single city, but also over on a regional scale. This study can enhance the our781

understanding of the features of particle pollution in East Asia. Meanwhile, it isthese results also782

confirmed that large-scale synoptic weather systems have exert great large impacts on regional783

particle pollution. Therefore, the establishment of theestablishing potential links between different784

levels of particle pollution and predominant synoptic patterns can provide an insightful785

viewinsight on into formulating pollution control and mitigation strategies.786

787
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Abstract: Regional air pollution is significantly associated with the dominant weather systems. In14

this study, the relationship between the particle pollution over the Yangtze River Delta (YRD)15

region and the weather patterns is investigated. Firstly, the pollution characteristics of particles16

(PM2.5 and , PM10 and AOD) in YRD are studied by using the in- situ monitoring data (PM2.5 and17

PM10) in 16 cities from December 2013 to November 2014, as well asand Terra/MODIS AOD18

(aerosol optical depth)aerosol products from December 2013 to November 2014. The results show19

that the regional mean value of AOD is high in YRD, with the annual mean value of 0.71±0.57.20

tThe annual meanaverage particle concentrations in the cities of Jiangsu Province all exceed the21

national air quality standard. The pollution level is higher in the inland areas. Highest values can22

be found in Nanjing, with the highest concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 respectively being 7923

μg∙m-3 and 130 μg∙m-3 in Nanjing, respectively. The regional mean AOD is high with the annual24

mean value of 0.71±0.57, and peaks in summer (0.98±0.83). The PM2.5/PM10 ratios are usually25

high in YRD, indicating that PM2.5 is the overwhelmingly dominant particle pollutant in YRD. The26

wintertime peak of particle concentrations is tightly linked to the increased emissions in the27

heating season, as well as and the adversepoor meteorological conditions. Secondly, based on28

NCEP reanalysis data, synoptic weather classification is conducted to reveal that the weather29



2

patterns that are easy to cause severe particleheavy pollution in YRD. Five typical synoptic30

patterns are objectively identified, including the East Asian trough rear pattern, the31

depression inverted trough pattern, the transversal trough pattern, the high-pressure controlled32

pattern, and the northeast cold vortex pattern. Finally, synthetic analysis of meteorological fields33

and backward trajectoryies calculation are used applied to further clarify how these patterns34

impact particle concentrations. It is clarified demonstrated that the weather situation of all patterns35

areair pollution is more or less influenced by a high-pressure systems. The relative positions of36

YRD to the anti-cyclonic circulations system are quite significant to the air quality of YRD. YRD37

is largely influenced by polluted air masses from the northern and the southern inland areas when38

it is at the rear of the East Asian major trough. Significant downward motion of air masses results39

in stable weather conditionsIn this case, and thereby the strong northwest wind hinders the vertical40

outward transport ofdiffusion of air pollutants. Thus, the East Asian trough rear pattern is quite41

favorable for the accumulation of pollutants in YRD, and causes higher regional mean PM1042

(116.5±66.9 μg∙m-3), PM2.5 (75.9±49.9 μg∙m-3) and AOD (0.74). Moreover, this pattern is also43

respectively contributes 70.4% and 78.3% to the onsible for the most occurrence of large-scale44

regional PM2.5 (70.4%) and PM10 (78.3%) pollution episodes. High wind speed and the clean45

marine air masses may play important roles in the mitigation of the pollution in YRD. Especially46

when the clean marine air masses account for a large proportion of all trajectoriesWhile under the47

weather systems f or(YRD is controlled by the high-pressure controlled pattern and the northeast48

cold vortex pattern)other patterns, the clean marine air masses may play great roles in the49

mitigation of particle pollution in YRD the air in YRD has less chance of being polluted. The50

found correlation between weather patterns and particle pollution can provide valuable views in51

the decision-making on pollution control and mitigation strategies.52

Keywords: PM2.5; PM10; air pollution meteorology; synoptic weather pattern; the Yangtze River53

Delta region54

55

1. Introduction56

The high occurrence of regional particle pollution is acquired worldwide attention in the57

scientific community (Malm et al., 1994; Putaud et al., 2004; Chan and Yao, 2008) due to its58

adverse impacts on visibility (Singh and Dey, 2012; Green et al., 2012) and public health (Kappos59
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et al., 2004; Brook et al., 2010). Generally, tThe causes for this kind of pollution involve diverse60

aspects. Among them, the emission of pollutants and weather conditions are two major61

contributors (Oanh and Leelasakultum, 2011; Young et al., 2016). Particle pollution in urban62

agglomerations is primarily attributed to the huge amounts of anthropogenic emission of primary63

particles and other precursors (SO2, NOx, and VOCs, etc.). However, these emissions source64

groups are normally quasi-stable within a certain period of time (Kurokawa et al., 2013). Thus, the65

pollution level in a certain region generally depends on the regional weather conditions (namely66

weather patterns), which are strongly correlated with the synoptic-scale atmospheric circulation67

(Buchanan et al., 2002; Chuang et al., 2008; Flocas et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012; Zhao et al.,68

2013; Russo et al., 2014; Grundstrom et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015a; 2015b; Li et al., 2016).69

Until now, researchers have gained improved knowledge of the relationship between weather70

patterns and particle pollution. For example, Buchanan et al. (2002) observed the significantly71

elevated concentrations of Black Smoke and PM10 under the anti-cyclonic, southerly and72

southeasterly weather types in the city of Edinburgh in UK between 1981 and 1996. Russo et al.73

(2014) showed an objective classification scheme of the atmospheric circulation affecting Portugal74

between 2002 and 2010, and revealed that higher concentrations of PM10, O3 and NO2 are75

predominantly associated with synoptic circulation characterized by an eastern component and76

advection of dry air masses. Previous studies have confirmed that the levels of air pollution have77

close relations with weather patterns, and also showed great spatial variability ascribed to that the78

dominant weather pattern differs among different regions (Flocas et al., 2009; Grundstrom et al.,79

2015).80

In recent decades, the air pollution caused by PM10 and PM2.5 has become the extremely81

prominent air quality problem in urban areas of China (Deng et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Ji et82

al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2013; Huang et., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Xie et al.,83

2016a; 2016c; Zhu et al., 2017). Many studies have tried to reveal the contribution of meteorology84

to the severe particle pollution episodes as well. Chuang et al. (2008) identified seven weather85

patterns for aerosol events from March 2002 to February 2005 in the Taipei basin, and suggested86

that weather systems and the associated terrain blocking played important roles in the PM2.587

accumulation during events days. Niu et al. (2010) revealed the potential impacts of weakening of88

the Eastern Asian monsoon circulation and increaseding aerosol loading on the increase of89
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wintertime fog in China. Zhao et al. (2013) analyzed a regional haze episode in the North China90

Plain from 16 to 19 January 2010, and pointed out that the strong temperature inversion, weak91

surface wind speed and descending air motions in the boundary layer were responsible for the92

accumulation of pollutants in a shallow layer and produced high pollutant concentrations within93

the source region. Zheng et al. (2015a) found that the favorable atmospheric circulation conditions94

are responsible for the severe winter haze over northeastern China. Li et al. (2016) pointed out that95

the fog-haze days over central and eastern China shows a clear feature of inter-annul variation,96

and the strong (weak) East Asian winter monsoon may result in less (more) fog-haze days across97

the region.98

Located in the southeast coastal area of East China, the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) region is99

one of the most developed urban economic circles in the world, generally includes Shanghai,100

Jiangsu Province and Zhejiang Province, and occupies over 20% of China’s total gross domestic101

product (GDP) (Shu et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2016a; 2017). In recent years, like other megacity102

clusters in China, such as the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region (He et al., 2001; Chan and Yao,103

2008; Ji et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; 2014; Zhao et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2015a) and the Pearl104

River Delta (PRD) region (Ho et al., 2003; Chan and Yao, 2008; Xie et al., 2016c; Zhu et al.,105

2017), YRD also has also been suffering severe air pollution problems brought by accelerated106

population, urban expansion, and industrialization (Chan and Yao, 2008; Fu et al., 2008; 2010;107

2014; Deng et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013;108

2014; 2015; Xie et al., 2014; 2016a, 2016b, 2017; Feng et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015b; Shu et al.,109

2016; Xu et al., 2016; Ming et al., 2017). Especially, the severe particle pollution episodes are110

widely recognized as one of the major air pollution issues in YRD (Fu et al., 2008; 2010; Deng et111

al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2013; Kong et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; 2014; 2015;112

Fu et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015b; Xu et al., 2016; Ming et al., 2017). Thus, a113

great deallot of researches have been conducted to figure out the contamination status (Fu et al.,114

2010; Kang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; 2015; Feng et al., 2015; Ming et al., 2017), possible115

source (Fu et al., 2010; 2014; Kong et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; 2014; Xu et al., 2016), or116

causes and features (Fu et al., 2008; 2010; Huang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015; Zheng et al.,117

2015a) of these episodes. However, among these studies, the work trying to figure out how118

particle pollution in YRD is associated with synoptic weather patterns is still quite limited. Zheng119
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et al. (2015b) once summarized the synoptic-scale atmospheric circulations influencing the120

distribution of particles over eastern China in autumn from 2001 to 2010. They found that there121

are six polluted weather types and three clean ones, and revealed that heavy pollution events122

particularly occur when the study areas are at the rear of the anticyclone. This study considers the123

influence in a region larger than YRD, only focuses on the pollution in October, and is mainly on124

basis of satellite aerosol optical depth (AOD) data. Ground-based monitoring particle125

concentration data can better represent the status of particle pollution in the urban atmosphere of126

YRD. Thus, to better understand the relationship between the pollution in planetary boundary127

layer and the synoptic weather patterns over YRD, further study should be conducted based on the128

data at least over a year from the surface monitoring in YRD.129

This work attempts to enhance the understanding of particle pollution in YRD, and provides130

the scientific knowledge for the association of regional severe particle pollution and synoptic131

weather patterns. Firstly, we analyze the spatial and temporal distribution of PM10 ,and PM2.5 and132

AOD in YRD from December 2013 to November 2014, aimed to illustrate the characteristics of133

particle pollution over the region. Secondly, synoptic weather classification is conducted to reveal134

the weather patterns related withto heavy pollution. Finally, synthetic analysis of meteorological135

fields and backward trajectoriesy calculation are used to further clarify the impact mechanism. In136

this paper, Section 2 describes the observed data, synoptic weather classification method and the137

trajectory model. Section 3 presents our main findings, including the detailed analysis of the138

characteristics of particle pollution in YRD, the synoptic weather patterns affecting the pollution,139

and the mechanism how weather systems impact the pollution. In the end, a brief summary is140

addressed in Section 4.141

142

2. Data and methods143

2.1 Observed data144

The observed air quality data (PM2.5 and PM10) used in this study are from the National145

Environmental Monitoring Center (NEMC) of China. The in situ monitoring data for the hourly146

concentrations of AQI, PM2.5, PM10, CO, NO2, SO2 and O3 can be acquired from the national air147

quality real-time publishing platform (http://106.37.208.233:20035). Besides In addition,148

monitored meteorological parameters hourly data are applied as well, including temperature (T),149

http://106.37.208.233:20035)
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relative humidity (RH), wind speed (WS), wind direction (WD) and surfaceair pressure (P). The150

data are collected from the National Meteorological Center (www.nmc.cn). Sixteen cities are151

selected as the representative research objects to better reflect the status of particle pollution over152

the YRD region. They are Shanghai, Changzhou, Nanjing, Nantong, Suzhou, Taizhoushi, Wuxi,153

Yangzhou, Zhenjiang, Hangzhou, Huzhou, Jiaxing, Ningbo, Shaoxing, Taizhou, and Zhoushan.154

Here we rename (Taizhou in Jiangsu Province is renamed as Taizhoushi to distinguish it from155

the city Taizhou in Zhejiang Province). Fig. 1 shows the location of the 16 cities overin YRD. The156

hourly pollutant concentration for a city is calculated as the average of the pollutant concentrations157

from several national monitoring sites in that city, which can better characterize the pollution158

levels of the city. The sampling methods and the quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC)159

procedures at each site act in accordance with the Chinese national standard HJ/T193-2005 (State160

Environmental Protection Administration of China, 2006; Xie et al., 2016b). Furthermore, manual161

inspection is conducted in data processing, including the removal of the absent and the abnormal162

values (such as PM2.5 higher than PM10). The period of this study starts from December 2013 to163

November 2014. In the following analysis, winter refers to the period from December 2013 to164

February 2014. Accordingly, spring, summer and fall represent the period from March to May,165

June to August, and September to November in 2014, respectively.166

167

168
169

Figure 1. The location of YRD in China (a) and the 16 typical cities over the in YRD (b) region, with the170
terrain elevations data. The terrain elevations data are obtained from the website171
(https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/relief/ETOPO1/data/bedrock/cell_registered/).172

173

http://www.nmc.cn)
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/relief/ETOPO1/data/bedrock/cell_registered/
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The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aerosol products can help to174

comprehensively analyze the spatial and temporal variations of aerosol loading over China. In this175

study, we employuse the aerosol optical depth (AOD) data at 550 nm wavelength in MODIS/Terra176

/MODIS daily global Level 3 products (MOD08_D3) of aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 550 nm177

wavelength. The datay can be obtained from MODIS collection 6 (C6) dataset (available at178

https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/search/index.html). MODIS aerosol products are derived by two179

entirely independent retrieval algorithms, one for deriving aerosols over land (Chu et al, 2002;180

2003) and another for aerosols over the ocean (Remer et al, 2002; 2005; Chu et al., 2005). Here,181

we use the C6 Deep Blue (DB) products for deriving aerosols over land with the spatial resolution182

of 1o × 1o during the period from December 2013 to November 2014. The detailed descriptions of183

the retrieval algorithms, accuracy and validation can further refer to the work of Hsu et al. (2013).184

In order to illustrate the real weather situation, the hourly monitored meteorological185

parameter records in each of 16 typical cities are applied as well. The data include 2 m186

temperature (T), 2 m relative humidity (RH), 10 m wind speed (WS), 10 m wind direction (WD)187

and surface air pressure (P). They are collected from the National Meteorological Center188

(http://www.nmc.cn).189

190

2.2 Synoptic weather classification191

Synoptic weather classification refers to the analysis of historical weather charts and192

characterization of weather systems. It has widespread applications in the weather forecast, and is193

more effective for the disastrous weather forecast due to its intense ability to reveal the194

atmospheric circulation situation. With the gradual popularization of computer and greater sharing195

of data, synoptic weather classification has great practical value in many other research fields,.196

fFor example, it has widespread applications in the field of analyzing the weather patterns related197

withto air pollution (Mcgregor and Bamzelis, 1995; Zhang et al., 2012; Santurtsn et al., 2015).198

Methods of synoptic weather classification can be generally divided into the objective and199

the subjective methods (El-Kadi and Simithson, 1992). In this study, we apply the sums-of-squares200

technique, which is one of the objective classification methods and established in 1973 by201

Kirchhofer (Kirchhofer, 1973). The sums-of-squares technique can effectively categorize more202

than 90% of the analyzed weather maps, which is an improvement over the correlation techniques203

https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/search/index.html).
http://www.nmc.cn)
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(Yarnal, 1984). The steps of applying this technique are threefold. Firstly, the daily pressure data204

at grid points are normalized as follows:205

s
XXZ i

i
)( 

 (1)206

where Zi is the normalized value of the grid point i, Xi is the value at grid point i, X is the mean207

of the study domain, and s is the standard deviation. Data normalization removes the effects of208

pressure magnitude and improves the seasonal comparability of weather types. Secondly, each209

normalized grid is compared to all other grids on the basis of the Kirchhofer score (S) for each210

grid:211





N

i
biai ZZS

1
)( (2)212

where Zai is the normalized value in grid i on the day a, Zbi is the normalized value in grid i on the213

day b, and N is the number of grid points. The Kirchhofer score (S) is calculated for each row214

(denoted as SR), each column (SC) and the entire study domain (ST) to ensure the pattern similarity215

between any pair of patterns for all grid points. Finally, all days are separated into one of the216

identified synoptic weather patterns according to the three values and empirically derived217

thresholds. Thereinto, the values of SR, SC and ST must be lower than their respective threshold218

values so that the patterns can be accepted as similar (Barry et al., 1981). For each daily grid, the219

lowest significant Kirchhofer score (S) is recorded with the associated key day denoting the220

synoptic type of the day. Remaining days are considered as ‘unclassified’.221

The dataset of meteorological field used in the sums-of-squares technique is from222

NCEP–DOE AMIP-Ⅱ Reanalysis 2 data (Kanamitsu et al., 2002), which are collected at 00:00,223

06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 UTC (universal time coordinated)224

(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis2.pressure.html). The data have225

horizontal grids of 144×73, with a grid spacing of 2.5°. From the ground level to 10 hPa, there are226

17 pressure levels in the vertical direction. The classification of synoptic weather maps is227

conducted by using the gridded data at the geopotential height of 850 hPa during the same time228

period when the air quality data are recorded. The domain of interest is centered over the YRD229

region, covering an area of 25-40° N in latitude and 110-128°E in longitude.230

231
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2.3 HYSPLIT model232

Backward trajectories can be adopted to help understand transport paths and identify source233

regions of air masses (Shan et al., 2009). The Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated234

Trajectory (HYSPLIT) Model (Version 4) is developed by National Oceanic and Atmospheric235

Administration (NOAA) Air Resources Laboratory (ARL). It is one of the most extensively used236

atmospheric transport and dispersion models for the study of air parcel trajectories (Draxler and237

Rolph, 2013; Rolph, 2013; Stein et al., 2016), and has been well applied in complex transport,238

diffusion, chemical transformation and deposition processes simulations of atmospheric pollutants239

(Mcgowan and Clark, 2008; Wang et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2015; Xie et al., 2016b).240

In this study, HYSPLIT is used to compute the air parcel backward trajectories,241

determinereveal the possible source region of air masses, and establish the source-receptor242

relationships for each synoptic weather pattern. For each synoptic weather pattern, the terminus of243

the trajectories is considered to be located at the observation site in Nanjing (32oN, 118.8oE). The244

72-h backward trajectories are calculated and clustered. The ending point is set at 1500 m above245

sea level. The NCEP reanalysis data (http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/archives.php) are used to drive the246

backward trajectory calculation. The NCEP data contain 6-hourly basic meteorological fields on247

pressure surfaces with the spatial resolution of 2.5°. In this study, the data are also converted to248

hemispheric 144 by 73 polar stereographic grids, which is the same grid configuration as the249

dataset applied in synoptic weather classification. For each synoptic weather pattern, the terminus250

of the trajectories is considered to be located at the observation site in Nanjing (32oN, 118.8oE).251

252

3. Results and discussion253

3.1 Characteristics of particle pollution in the YRD region254

255

3.1.1 Spatial distributions of particle pollution256

With the development of modern industrialization and urbanization, the contrasts of257

atmospheric pollution levels among urbanbetween each citiesy decrease gradually, and the258

heavysevere air pollution episodes tend to exhibit significant regional pollution characteristics.259

Figs. 2a and Fig. 2.b respectively shows the spatial distributions of the annual mean260

concentrations of PM2.5 (Fig. 2a) and PM10 (Fig. 2b) in the 16 typical cities over YRD from261
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December 2013 to November 2014. The spatial distributions present the a similar pattern as a262

whole. GenerallyTaken together, the annual mean PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations decrease263

progressively along the northwest-southeast direction, which means particle concentrations are264

comparatively high in the northwest inland areas and low in the southeast coastal areas. The265

pollution levels in most cities have a positive correlation with the proximity from the city to the266

sea. The farther the city is from the sea, the higher the concentrations are. Thereinto, the maximum267

concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 occur in Nanjing, with the value of 79 and 130 μg∙m-3,268

respectively. Given the previous researches on major climatic features in YRD, the southeast269

coastal area is dramatically affected by the land-sea breeze and marine air masses. The clean270

marine air masses are advantageous to the dilution and the diffusion of atmospheric pollutants,271

thus leading to lighter air pollution. DifferentlyHowever, in the inland region, the clustered cities272

and the industrial districts tend to emit more pollutants and thereby result in more accumulated air273

pollutants around cities. Furthermore, Fig. 2ca displays the annual mean values of AOD at 550 nm274

wavelength over the easternin most areas of China. The high values AOD (larger than 0.6)275

mainlygenerally occur in large megacity clusters, such as BTH, YRD and, the Sichuan Basin276

(SCB) region, and someas well asand central and southern provinces in China (Hubei, Hunan and277

Guangxi provinces). Since AOD is mainly governed by fine particles in industrialized urban278

conditions (Kim et al., 2006), thus it indicates that these abovementioned areas should be are279

suffering high columnar aerosol loading. In YRD, with the development of modern280

industrialization and urbanization, the contrasts of atmospheric pollution levels among the cities281

decrease gradually, and severe air pollution episodes tend to exhibit significant regional pollution282

characteristics.283

Fig. 2db shows the temporal variation of regional meanaveraged value of AOD in YRD284

(covering 16 cities within the area of 25-40oN and 110-128oN)This domain can be used to285

represent the maximum effect of pollution aerosols resulting from anthropogenic activities in YRD.286

The annual mean MODIS-derivedvalue AOD spatially averaged for YRD is 0.71±0.57,. with an287

AODThe maximum seasonal value is 0.98±0.83 in summer, followed by (0.98±0.83) 0.81±0.57 in288

winter, 0.59±0.24 in spring, and and an AOD minimum 0.48±0.35 in autumn (0.48±0.35). The289

regional seasonal mean AOD values for winter and spring are 0.81±0.57 and 0.59±0.24,290

respectively. ThoThough the peak of particle concentrations occurs peak in winter (as Fig. 3 and 5291
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shows), the above results demonstrate that the highestmaximum regional mean AOD value occurs292

in summer, with the highest value of 1.60 in June. June (1.60), distinctly higher than that in winter.293

The result is similar to that found by Kim et al. (2006). IThus, iIt is suggestedreported that the294

value of AOD is not only associated with the pollution levels of fine particles, but also strongly295

affected by other factors in terms of the seasonal mean condition (such as solar radiation, water296

vapor and etc.) in terms of the seasonal mean condition. The work of Kim et al. (2006) also found297

a peak of monthly mean AOD averaged for industrialized coastal region of China appeared in June.298

They explained that tThe maximum AOD value in hot seasons June maximum should be ascribed299

to the combined effects of an increase of fine aerosol production (secondary aerosol formation by300

gas-to-particle conversion, hygroscopic growth of hydrophilic aerosols and biomass burning301

emissions) and humid weatherstagnant synoptic meteorological system (Kim et al., 2006).302

Consequently, the aerosol optical depth data from satellite observation can reveal the spatial303

distribution of aerosols to some extent, but they cannot exactly reflect the pollution level and304

replace the concentration data.305

306

Figs. 2c and 2d show the spatial distributions of annual mean particle concentrations in 16307

typical cities over YRD from December 2013 to November 2014. Generally, the spatial308

distributions of PM2.5 (Fig. 2c) and PM10 (Fig. 2d) present a similar pattern as a whole. The annual309

mean PM2.5 and PM10 decrease progressively along the northwest-southeast direction, which310

means particle concentrations are comparatively high in the northwest inland areas and low in the311

southeast coastal areas. The pollution levels in most cities have a positive correlation with the312

proximity from the city to the sea. The farther the city is from the sea, the higher the313

concentrations are. The maximum particle concentrations occur in Nanjing, with the values of314

79μg∙m-3 for PM2.5 and 130 μg∙m-3 for PM10. Given the previous researches on major climatic315

features in YRD, the southeast coastal area is dramatically affected by the land-sea breeze and316

marine air masses. The clean marine air masses are advantageous to the dilution and the diffusion317

of atmospheric pollutants, thus leading to lighter air pollution. However, in the inland region, the318

clustered cities and the industrial districts tend to emit more pollutants, and thereby result in more319

accumulated air pollutants around these cities.320

321
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322

323

324
Figure 2. The (a-c) The sSspatial distributions of the annual mean AOD (at 550 nm wavelength) values325
concentrations of PM2.5 (a) , and PM10 ,(b) and AOD at 550 nm wavelength (unit: μg∙m-3) over the YRD (a)326
region from December 2013 to November 2014.327

. (d), Tthe temporal variation (daily: gray line; monthly mean: blue markers) and; 15 days moving328
average : (magenta line) of regional averaged AOD value mean AOD over (28-33oN, 118-123oN) (b), the329
spatial distribution of annual mean PM2.5 concentrations (c), and the spatial distribution of annual mean330
PM10 concentrations (d). In (b), the gray line represents the daily value, the blue markers represent the331
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monthly mean values, and the magenta line represents the 15 days moving average value. In (c) and (d),332
Tthe acronyms of each city names are marked, including the top figures (Shanghai-SH, Changzhou-CZ,333
Nanjing-NJ, Nantong-NT, Suzhou-SZ, Taizhoushi-TZS, Wuxi-WX, Yangzhou-YZ, Zhenjiang-ZJ,334
Hangzhou-HZ, Huzhou-HZ2, Jiaxing-JX, Ningbo-NB, Shaoxing-SX, Taizhou-TZ, and Zhoushan-ZS).335

336

Fig. 3 illustrates the spatial distribution of the seasonal mean concentrations of PM2.5 in 16337

cities over the YRD region. The pattern in each season is similar to the annual mean pattern (Fig.338

2ca). The PM2.5 pollution levels are much higher in inland cities, and decrease along the339

northwest-southeast direction. From For the perspective of seasonal variation, PM2.5340

concentrations are highest in winter with the maximum value being up to 120 μg∙m-3, decrease341

through the spring, and show the lowest values in summer and autumn. The difference between342

the PM2.5 concentration in summer and that in autumn is relatively small, both with the maximum343

value lower than 60 μg∙m-3 in Nanjing and the minimum close to 20 μg∙m-3 in Zhoushan.344

345
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346

347
348

Figure 3. The The sSspatial distribution of the seasonal mean PM2.5 concentrations (unit: μg∙m-3) over the349
YRD region in: (a) winter, (b) spring, (c) summer, and (d) autumn. The acronyms for each citycity names350
are the same as those in Figure 42.351

352

Table 1 quantitatively demonstrates the annual mean concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 in 16353

cities over the YRD region. It also shows that the concentrationsparticle pollution levels in inland354

cities are relatively higher. The concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 in 8 cities of Jiangsu province355

are all higher than 60 μg∙m-3 (PM2.5) and 80 μg∙m-3 (PM10), respectively. However, the356

concentrations in the cities located in the coastal area (such as Ningbo, Taizhou and Zhoushan) are357

comparatively lower. Only the air quality of Zhoushan meets the national standard, which may be358

attributed to the fact that it is located on the island where the air is more likely influenced by the359

clean marine air masses.360

To reveal the important role of PM2.5 in particle pollution, the ratios of PM2.5 concentration to361
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PM10 concentration (PM2.5/PM10) are calculated over YRD. As listed in Table 1, the maximum362

annual mean value of the PM2.5/PM10 ratio is 0.72 in Shanghai, followed by Huzhou and Suzhou363

(with the value of 0.71), implying that PM2.5 fraction is overwhelmingly dominant of the PM10364

mass in these cities. The PM2.5/PM10 ratios in other cities are between 0.60 and 0.69, with the365

minimum value of 0.58 in Zhenjiang. These values are comparable to those in other cities like366

Beijing (He et al., 2001), Shanghai (Wang et al., 2013), Taiwanbei (Chen et al., 1999), and Hong367

Kong (Ho et al., 2003), suggesting that the formation of PM2.5 from gases is the most importantce368

source of particles in the cities of China. Table 1 also presents that the PM2.5/PM10 ratios in all369

cities show a distinct seasonal variation. It is remarkable that the values of PM2.5/PM10 in winter370

are much higher in winter than in those in other seasons, with the maximum value reaching 0.85 in371

Shanghai and followed by 0.82 in Suzhou. The highest concentrations of PM2.5 usually occur in372

winter (Fig. 3a) and high values of PM2.5/PM10 ratio also appear in the same season (Table 1),373

suggesting indicating that PM2.5 poses a greater threat to human health in cold seasons that may be374

related to the heating activities. In summer, the values of PM2.5/PM10 in 16 cities the ratios are375

medium, with the mean value of 0.67. The lowest ratios usually occur in spring and autumn, with376

the mean ratios of all cities being 0.61 (spring) and 0.63 (autumn). The minimum value occurs in377

the autumn of Yangzhou with the value of 0.51, followed by 0.52 in the spring of Nanjing and the378

autumn of Zhenjiang. The above discussion about on the spatial and temporal variations of379

PM2.5/PM10 ratios also implies that particles originate from various kinds of sources and are380

variedly emitted.381

382

Table 1. Annual mean concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10, and the annual and seasonal mean values of PM2.5/383
PM10 ratio in 16 cities over the of YRD region.384

Cities
PM2.5

(μg∙m-3)

PM10

(μg∙m-3)

PM2.5/ PM10

Annual Winter Spring Summer Autumn

Shanghai 56 78 0.72 0.85 0.68 0.72 0.66

Jiangsu

Province

Nanjing 79 130 0.61 0.64 0.52 0.70 0.60

Changzhou 69 106 0.65 0.73 0.60 0.67 0.62

Nantong 63 95 0.66 0.72 0.62 0.71 0.64

Suzhou 67 94 0.71 0.82 0.68 0.71 0.67

Taizhoushi 76 117 0.65 0.66 0.58 0.72 0.66

Wuxi 75 114 0.66 0.73 0.59 0.67 0.62

Yangzhou 68 114 0.60 0.69 0.58 0.59 0.51
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Zhenjiang 70 121 0.58 0.71 0.54 0.58 0.52

Zhejiang

Province

Hangzhou 65 99 0.66 0.74 0.59 0.63 0.66

Huzhou 68 96 0.71 0.78 0.66 0.68 0.69

Jiaxing 58 84 0.69 0.75 0.65 0.68 0.69

Ningbo 48 75 0.64 0.69 0.62 0.63 0.62

Shaoxing 68 100 0.68 0.72 0.62 0.71 0.68

Taizhou 50 75 0.67 0.69 0.66 0.66 0.65

Zhoushan 31 50 0.63 0.66 0.62 0.66 0.55

385

3.1.2 Temporal variations of particle pollution386

Fig. 4 shows the annual mean diurnal variation of PM2.5 (Fig. 4a) and PM10 (Fig. 4b) in 16387

cities over YRD. Obviously, the diurnal cycles of particle concentrations in most cities follow the388

similar pattern. The PM2.5 concentrations maintain comparably high values from 0:00 to 8:00389

(local time). From then on, coinciding with more vehicle emission in rush hours, the390

concentrations go up rapidly from 8:00 to 12:00. After reaching the peak, PM2.5 concentrations391

decrease and keep the low values until the sunset. During the nighttime, the pollutants get392

accumulated until the midnight, which might should be attributed to the more stable atmospheric393

stratification in the boundary layer. In comparison, there are two peaks in the diurnal cycles of394

PM10 concentrations in several cities. The broad morning peak of PM10 concentrations is more395

evident from 8:00 to 12:00, and the evening one occurs around 20:00. Besides, the diurnal change396

of particle concentrations in the southeast coastal area like Zhoushan is much smaller. As397

discussed in Section 3.1.1, the difference might be related to its special geographic location, low398

pollution level and less emission of precursors and low pollution level.399

400
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402
Figure 4. Diurnal variationss of (a) PM2.5 (a) and (b) PM10 (b) concentrations (unit: μg∙m-3) in 16 cities of the403
YRD region (unit: μg∙m-3).404

405

Fig. 5 demonstrates the monthly mean concentrations of PM2.5 (Fig. 5a) and PM10 (Fig. 5b) in406

16 cities of the YRD region. As illustrated in the figure, there are three peaks in the seasonal407

variations of particles over YRD. The three peaks occur in December, March, and May/June,.408

which This monthly variation pattern is more obvious in the monthly variation offor PM10. The409

causes resulting in the wintertime peak of particle concentrations can be explained by two factors.410

One is the enhanced pollutants emissions from residential heating. The other is the stable and poor411

meteorological conditions that limit the dilution and diffusion of atmospheric pollutants. For the412

peak appearing in March, the drivers may be associated with dust storms events in spring (Zhuang413

et al., 2001; Fu et al., 2010; 2014). As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the values of PM2.5/PM10 ratio in414

16 cities are lowest in spring with the mean ratios of 0.61. High PM10 concentrations during this415

period further prove that dust storms can bring more coarse dust particles to YRD. For the peak in416

May or /June, it is probably caused by field burning of crop residue in rural areas of China, which417

is regarded as an important source of biomass burning (Yan et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007; Zhu et418
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al., 2012).419

420
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421
Figure 5. Monthly variations of (a) PM2.5 (a) and (b) PM10 (b) concentrations (unit: μg∙m-3) in 16 cities of422
the YRD region (unit: μg∙m-3).423

424
3.1.3 Regional severe particle pollution in YRD425

According to the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) of China, the urban air426

quality needs to meet the second standard with the annual daily mean concentrations of PM2.5 and427

PM10 lower than 35 75 μg∙m-3 and 70 150 μg∙m-3, respectively. In this study, when the daily mean428

PM2.5 (PM10) concentrations exceed the national air quality standard in most (8 or more) of the 16429

YRD cities, we define that there is a large-scale regional PM2.5 (PM10) pollution. Consequently,430

from December 2013 to November 2014, 98 (46) days when the large-scale regional PM2.5 (PM10)431

pollution episode occurred are identified. That is, YRD suffered from the regional PM2.5 (PM10)432

pollution in nearly 28.0% (13.1%) days of the year.433

Table 2 shows the typical regional severe particle pollution episodes (no less than 3 days) in434

YRD from December 2013 to November 2014. As illustrated in the table, there are dozens of435

continuous large-scale particle pollution episodes. For example, PM2.5 concentrations exceeded436

the national standard in all 16 cities from December 1 to 5 in 2013, and there were more than 14437

cities facing the heavy PM10 pollution at the same time. From May 26 to 30 in 2014, serious PM2.5438
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and PM10 pollution were found in more than 10 cities. It seems that high PM2.5 level pollution439

episodes are remarkably associated with high PM10 level pollution episodes. Moreover, the440

regional PM2.5 pollution episodes occurred much more frequently than the PM10 pollution441

episodes. It might be owing to the fact that fine particles dominate the composition of particles in442

YRD (as discussed in Section 3.1.2).443

444
Table 2. The typical regional severe particle pollution episodes (no less than 3 days) in YRD from December445
2013 to November 2014.446

Episodes of PM2.5 pollution Episodes of PM10 pollution

1-6 Dec. 1-6 Dec.

11-15 Dec. 12-15 Dec.

24-26 Dec. 24-26 Dec.

28 Dec. - 6 Jan. 29 Dec. - 5 Jan.

15-20 Jan. 17-20 Dec.

30 Jan. - 2 Feb. 26-30 May

20-24 Feb.

16-18 Mar.

8-10 Apr.

20-22 May

26-30 May

5-7 Jun.

28 Jun. - 1 Jul.

10-12 Nov.

447

3.2 Synoptic weather classification448

To examine the relationship between the regional severe particle pollution in YRD and the449

weather situations, the synoptic weather classification is carried out from December 2013 to450

November 2014 in this work. Following the method described in Section 2.2, we conduct the451

classification of synoptic weather pattern by using the dataset of geopotential height at 850 hPa452

collected from NCEP gridded reanalysis data. As shown in Table 3, five weather patterns are453

finally identified, including the East Asian trough rear pattern (Pattern 1), the depression inverted454

trough pattern (Pattern 2), the transversal trough pattern (Pattern 3), the high-pressure controlled455

pattern (Pattern 4), and the northeast cold vortex pattern (Pattern 5). The unknown type is defined456

as ‘the unclassified pattern’. During the study period, weather situation on 95.6% of the days is457

classified as one of the five typical synoptic weather patterns.458
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Table 3 lists the typical date, the number of days, and seasonal occurrence frequencies of459

each synoptic weather pattern. As demonstrated in the table, Pattern 1 is the dominant weather460

pattern in YRD, which accounts for 47.6% of all days of the year (from December 2013 to461

November 2014). The occurrence frequencies of Pattern 2 and 3 are 20.0% and 18.1%,462

respectively. Pattern 4 and 5 are identified on the fewest number of days, with the occurrence463

frequencies of 4.1% and 5.8%, respectively.464

Table 3 also shows the seasonal occurrence frequencies of each pattern from December 2013465

to November 2014. Obviously, they are distinctly different. Pattern 1 tends to occur in winter with466

the frequency of 30.5%, followed by spring (25.9%), summer (21.8%) and autumn (21.8%).467

Pattern 2 is the most popular weather pattern in summer with the occurrence frequency of 37.0%,468

followed by spring (30.1%), autumn (21.9%) and winter (11.0%). As for Pattern 3, the seasonal469

frequencies are in the order of winter (36.4%), spring (27.3%), autumn (19.7%) and summer470

(16.7%). For Pattern 4 and Pattern 5, they are both most likely to take place in autumn, with the471

occurrence frequencies being 53.3% and 42.9%, respectively. The occurrence frequencies of472

Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 in other seasons account for nearly 50%.473

474

Table 3. The typical date, the number of days, and the seasonal occurrence frequencies of each synoptic475
weather pattern.476

Synoptic weather patternsType Typical date
Number of

days

Occurrence frequency (%)

Spring Summer Autumn Winter

East Asian trough rear pattern

(Pattern 1)
2014-05-12 174 (47.7%) 25.9 21.8 21.8 30.5

Depression inverted trough pattern

(Pattern 2)
2014-05-09 73 (20.0%) 30.1 37.0 21.9 11.0

Transversal trough pattern (Pattern 3) 2014-02-18 66 (18.1%) 27.3 16.7 19.7 36.4

High-pressure controlled pattern

(Pattern 4)
2014-10-07 15 (4.1%) 13.3 26.7 53.3 6.7

Northeast cold vortex pattern (Pattern

5)
2014-09-14 21 (5.8%) 19.0 23.8 42.9 14.3

Unclassified pattern － 16 (4.4%) － － － －

477

3.3 Effects of synoptic weather patterns on particle pollution478

3.3.1 Relationship between synoptic weather pattern and particle pollution479

To figure out the relationship between synoptic weather pattern and particle pollution, the480
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occurrence frequencies of the five typical synoptic patterns during the regional severe particle481

pollution episodes are calculated. As shown in Table 4, during the regional PM2.5 (PM10) pollution482

episode days, Pattern 1 is the dominant synoptic weather pattern, with the occurrence frequency of483

70.4% (78.3%). For PM2.5 pollution, Pattern 2 and Pattern 3 both occur forin 14.3% of the days.484

For PM10 pollution, Pattern 2 (6.5%) appears less frequently than Pattern 3 (15.2%). The485

occurrence frequencies of Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 are less than 1%, and can almost be ignored on486

that account.487

According to Table 3 and Table 4, the occurrence frequency of Pattern 1 during the regional488

particle pollution episodes is obviously higher than its occurrence in the whole year. In contrast,489

the occurrences of Pattern 2 and Pattern 3 during the regional particle pollution episodes are less490

frequently than those throughout the year. Moreover, Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 appear far less491

frequently during the regional particle pollution episodes than their appearance within a year. To492

sum up, it suggests that the weather situation of Pattern 1 is more beneficial for the formation of493

large-scale regional particle pollution in YRD.494

495
Table 4. The occurrence frequencies of synoptic weather patterns during the regional severe PM2.5 and PM10496
pollution episodes497

Synoptic weather

patternsType

PM2.5 PM10

Number of days Frequency (%) Number of days Frequency (%)

Pattern 1 69 70.4 36 78.3

Pattern 2 14 14.3 3 6.5

Pattern 3 14 14.3 7 15.2

Pattern 4 0 0% 0 0

Pattern 5 1 1.0 0 0

498

Fig. 6 show the whisker-box plot of mean air pollutants (PM10, PM2.5, O3, NO2, SO2 and CO)499

concentrations and meterologicalmeteorological parameters (wind speed-WS, temperature-T,500

Ppressure and relative humidity-RH) of 16 cities in YRD underunder the five synoptic weather501

patterns, as well as the corresponding spatial distribution of AOD over eastern China. The502

statistical results are listed in Table 5 as well.503

As shown in Figs. 6a to -6f and Table 5, the highest concentrations of main air pollutants504

(except O3) averaged for 16 cities in YRD are observed to be associated with Pattern 1, with the505

greatest variability of all six air pollutants. Since aerosols can reflect and absorb solar radiation506

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=16kA3gushFD6uKy_eTvwt2lGnTEMRiFrxP7knn8lrqp2W3IEkUGj2TFOmtUqDGT6aOAzm8B8kcdd7B_Xy9QnW1s2vTj39pLKa1AFHpwd-35ZKqJindiQvQGY5Wr9Fq8A
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(Kaufman et al, 2002), thus causing and thereby cause the decrease of the photochemical507

production of O3 (Kaufman et al, 2002), the O3 concentration is lowest for Pattern 1 (Fig. 6c). As508

above mentioned, Pattern 1 is most likely to occur in winter (30.5%) and spring (25.9%).509

Therefore, the weather situation of this pattern generally features the weakest surface wind, the510

lowest humidity, the second highest surface pressure, and low temperature and relatively high511

surface pressure (only second to that for Pattern 3). All Tthese synoptic conditionsweather512

characteristics are conducive to an accumulation of particles and their precursors (SO2, NO2 and513

CO). For Pattern 3, the concentrations of PM10, PM2.5 NO2 and SO2 are the second highest514

compared to other patterns, as well as the variability of all six air pollutants. This pattern features515

the highest surface pressure and much stronger surface wind. The temperature is lowest as Pattern516

3 also tends to take place in winter (37.0%) and spring (30.1%). Under the weather situation of517

Pattern 1 and Pattern 3, YRD is usuallyboth under the control of high-pressure system, and most518

likely to suffer heavyserious particle pollution. However, tThe strength of surface wind for519

different weather patterns plays a key role in the occurrence frequency of regional severe particle520

pollution episodes. With the weakest surface wind, making Pattern 1 is regarded as be‘ “the most521

polluted” pattern’”. As for Pattern 2, the pollution levels of main pollutants are in the middle and522

slightly lower than those for Pattern 3. Due to the high occurrence frequency in summer (37.0%)523

and spring (30.1), the weather condition of Pattern 2 is characterized as RH was found to be524

lowest, with relatively high temperature and, low pressure, withand the lowest RH. In contrast,525

Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 are “‘the clean least polluted” pattern’”, with the concentrations of all526

pollutants concentrations being closely approximated and obviousdistinctly lower than other three527

patterns. The relatively high humidity, high temperature, strong wind speed (especially for Pattern528

5) and much low surface pressure are favorable to the mitigationdiffusion of pollutants.529

Furthermore, Figs. 6k to 6o display the spatial distribution of AOD over eastern China under530

different synoptic weather patterns. Thereinto, tThe regional mean values of AOD in YRD531

(28-33oN, 118-123oN) corresponding to Pattern 1 to 5 are 0.74 for Pattern 1, 0.64 for Pattern 2,532

0.81 for Pattern 3, 0.47 for Pattern 4 and 0.49 for Pattern 5 corresponding to Pattern 1 to 5,533

respectively. It can also be seenfound from Fig. 6 that AOD over YRD is highester for Pattern 3,534

followed by Pattern 1 and Pattern 2. For these three patterns, high AOD usually is observed535

coveringoccurs in large areas of China (BTH, YRD, SCB, anas well asd the provinces of Shanxi,536
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Shandong, Hubei, Hunan, Anhui and Guangxi). Worthy of noteEspecially., TThereinto, the highest537

AOD values isare mainly found in northeastern China. For Pattern 4 and Pattern 5, However,538

hhigh AOD for Pattern 4 and 5 areis most concentrated in BTH and Shandong province, while539

relatively low AOD is observedfound in YRD. Since AOD is mainly upclosely related to fine540

particles concentrations and then other factors (as discussed in Section 3.1.2), it can be concluded541

that YRD is most heavily polluted under the weather situations of Pattern 1 and Pattern 3.542

543

544

545

Figure 6. (a-j) Whisker-box plots ofor mean values of air pollutants concentrations and meteorological546
parameters of 16 typical YRD cities in YRD, (k-p) the spatial distribution of AOD for the five synoptic547
weather patterns. The bottom and topedges of eachthe box in (a-j) are the first 25th and third 75th548
percentilesquartiles, and the band inside the box is the median and , the diamond is the average, and .the549
whiskers extend to the most extreme data. (k-p) Spatial distributions of AOD for the five synoptic weather550
patterns. P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 represent Pattern 1, Pattern2, Pattern 3, Pattern 4, and Pattern 5,551
respectively.552

553
Table 5. The average values of air pollutionant concentrations and meteorological conditionsfactors554
averaged for 16 typical YRD cities in YRD forunder the fivedifferent synoptic weather patterns.555
Type PM10 PM2.5 O3 NO2 SO2 CO SO2 WS T P RH

Pattern 1 116.5±66.9 75.9±49.9 57.7±27.3 46.9±19.2 29.3±17.1 1.08±0.41 29.3±17.1 1.84±0.67 15.8±7.8 1015.0±8.5 72.3±14.4

Pattern 2 81.5±38.4 52.3±27.4 65.5±23.6 36.1±13.4 20.6±9.9 0.86±0.24 20.6±9.9 2.38±0.88 20.3±6.3 1011.2±6.7 79.8±10.2
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Pattern 3 86.9±49.5 59.1±37.3 58.5±25.5 35.1±15.5 23.3±15.9 0.96±0.35 23.3±15.9 2.59±0.87 13.4±8.2 1016.1±9.6 76.0±11.6

Pattern 4 66.1±18.8 40.7±15.9 76.8±19.6 29.4±9.8 19.4±6.4 0.72±0.17 19.4±6.4 2.29±0.64 21.7±4.9 1011.8±7.0 75.4±5.8

Pattern 5 58.7±31.3 37.4±22.5 61.1±20.6 29.1±11.1 17.8±8.4 0.77±0.22 17.8±8.4 2.63±0.93 19.4±8.0 1011.1±6.9 81.0±9.8

556

3.3.2 The impact mechanism of synoptic weather patterns on heavy severe particle pollution557

Figs. 67 to -110 present the meteorological fields and the backward trajectories under the558

weather situations of the the five synoptic weather patterns. The first two graphs of Figs. 76- to559

1110 , which are identified as a, illustrate the 850 hPa and 500 hPa geopotential height field and560

wind field, respectively. The third graphs display the sea level pressure field and 1000 hPa wind561

field on the typical date of each pattern. . The highlighted red boxes point out the essential area562

(YRD) that we focus on. The fourthsecond graphs identified as b demonstrate the height-latitude563

cross-sections of vertical velocity in the latitude (25-40oN), which is averaged from 110-128oE in564

the longitude. The bold black lines show the latitude range of 16 cities (28.6-32.5oN) over YRD.565

The positive wind speeds (102 Pa s-1) indicate that there are vertical downward atmospheric566

motions, while the negative wind speeds represent the upward motion. Besides, it is well known567

that the atmospheric pollutant transport trajectories are deeply affected by synoptic systems. As568

shown in the thirdlastfifth graphs marked with c in Figs. 67- to 1101, to reveal how the typical569

synoptic weather patterns influence the distribution of particles in YRD, the 72-h backward570

trajectories are calculated and then clustered. Given that Nanjing is the most polluted among the571

16 citiescity in YRD as described in Section 3.1, the observational site in Nanjing (32oN, 118.8oE)572

is chosen for the terminus of the trajectories for each synoptic weather pattern.573

As illustrated in Fig. 6a7a, Pattern 1 usually occurs when YRD is located at the rear of the574

East Asian major trough and under the control of a high-pressure ridge at 850 hPpa. The center of575

the high-pressure system is on the northwestern Pacific Ocean. the northeastern China is576

entirestrongly affected by a low-pressure system at 850 hpa, namely the Aleutian Low.the Siberian577

high. Meanwhile, northeastern China is strongly affected by a low-pressure system, namely the578

Aleutian Low. East Asian major trough appears along the eastern coastline of China, and it is579

nearly close and parallel to the right edge of the study domain (shown by the red box). At this time,580

the YRD region is located at the rear of the East Asian major trough and under the control of a581

high-pressure the front edge of the ridge. The center of the high-pressure system is on the582
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northwestern Pacific Ocean. The strong horizontal northwest wind inat the frontrear of the East583

Asian major trough can transport the pollutants from the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH (high AOD584

as shown in Fig. 6k)) region to YRD. At the same time, a weak low-pressure center appears in585

central China. In the south of the low-pressure center, the west and southwest wind at the rear of586

the high-pressure ridge can also transport the pollutants from central and southwestern China587

(such as SCB and the Sichuan BasinGuangxi province) to YRD. The confluence of air flows may588

contribute tocause an the accumulation of pollutants in YRD. Accordingly, the atmospheric589

circulation at 500 hPa features a shallow through with west-northwest flow (Fig. 67b). The sea590

level pressure pattern is almost dominated by uniform pressure field, with relatively weak591

anti-cyclonic circulation over YRD (Fig. 76c). The above discussion can be further592

provedexplained by the 72-h backward trajectories displayed in Fig. 76ce. When YRD is under the593

control of Pattern 1, the air masses are mainly from the north ofnorthern China (44%), followed by594

central regionthe Sichuan Basin (36%) and the northeast of YRD (19%). It suggests that the595

particle pollution is remarkably affected by the polluted air masses from BTH and596

Cheng-Yucentral city clusters agglomeration. It isSurface meteorological observation records597

also shown (Fig. S1a) that west-northwest-, southwest and west surface winds dominate in598

Nanjing (Fig. 7f), and high PM2.5 is closely associated with the transport of polluted air masses in599

these wind direction.600

In the vertical section (Fig. 76bd), the relatively weak upward air flows dominate in the south601

of 320oN, while the clear downward air flows prevail in the north of 320oN. The largest ascending602

velocity (< -15×10-2 Pa s-1) and subsiddescending velocity (> ~248×10-2 Pa s-1) both appears at the603

altitude of 500 hPa, . They respectively occurring and in the latitude of 27.5oN and 37.5oN.604

Downward motion dominates above YRD, which is in accordance with the 850 hPa circulation605

pattern represented by a high-pressure ridge. For this reason, the weather conditions are relatively606

stable near the surface and beneficial to the local accumulation of pollutants. It is convinced that607

there is a large-scale vertical atmospheric circulation above the YRD cities. Particularly, weak608

upward motion dominates below the altitude of 925 hPa. That means that local pollutants are609

transported upward and then back to the YRD cities by the strong outward downdrafts in the610

higher latitude. The strong horizontal northwest wind hinders the vertical transport. Overall, the611

above resultsPattern 1 represents a stable synoptic weather pattern, and this weather situation is612
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extremely conductive to the built-updisadvantageous to the diffusion of atmospheric pollutants613

over YRD. This result is consistent with the finding of Zheng et al (2015b).614
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622

623
Figure 76. Weather condition in East Asia major trough rear pattern (Pattern 1). (a) 850 hPa geopotential624
height field and wind field, (b) 500 hPa geopotential height field and wind field, (c) sea level pressure field625
and 1000 hPa wind field, (bd) height-latitude cross-sections of vertical velocity (unit: 10-2 Pa/s) averaged626
from longitude of 110-128oE. The black rectangular region represents the 16 cities in YRD (28.6-32.5oN),627
and (ce) 72-h backward trajectory ending at the height of 1500 m, and (f) observation wind rose plots in628
Nanjing. In (a)-(c), the highlighted boxes point out the essential area (YRD) that we focus on. In (d), the629
black rectangular region represents the 16 cities in YRD (28.6-32.5oN). In (e), Tthe purple marker indicates630
the location of Nanjing (32oN, 118.8oE). The data is averaged for all days corresponding to Pattern 1.631

632

As for Pattern 2, atwo low-pressure center (the Southeast Vortex)s areis centered in the633

central China and the north of Inner Mongolia regionSCB, the East China Sea is influenced by a634

high-pressure system, and a depression inverted trough extends and covers the YRD region in635

latitude at 850 hPa (Fig. 87a). Consequently, in YRD, the strong southwest air flows from636

southern China meet with the southeast air flows from the East China Sea. After the convergence637

of air masses, they jointly transport pollutants northwestward. While at surface (Fig. 87c), the638

study domain is located at the bottom of a high-pressure system also and impacted by strong639
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southeast wind at the bottom of a high-pressure system. In the middle troposphere (Fig. 87b), the640

sparse isopleths indicate small geopotential height gradient, while the shallow ridge causesthe641

wind field at 500 hPa features wester-southwestly flows. Fig. 87ce also illustrates these air642

pollutant transport paths. For the days when Pattern 2 dominates, about 42% of the air masses are643

from the southwest and the south of China, and 15% are from the East China Sea. Besides, there644

are nearly 43% originating from the local sources of YRD, which may be related withto the645

short-range air masses transport. The air masses from the East China Sea are very important,646

because the clean marine air masses may dilute the particle concentrations in YRD. Besides, there647

are nearly 43% air masses originating from the local sources of YRD, which may be related to the648

short-range transport in the northwest direction. This is also in accordance with the dominant649

northwest surface wind in Nanjing (Fig. S18bf). When it comes toFor the vertical structure (Fig.650

87cd), Pattern 2 is obviously different from Pattern 1, as the upward air flows dominate in the651

south of 347.5oN. except for weak downward motion between 30-33oN below the 850 hPa layer.652

The largest updrafts zone (~< -157×10-2 Pa s-1) appears above YRDin the north of 28oN and653

between the altitude of 700 hPa and 500 hPa. The vertical velocity close to surface is relatively654

weaker compared to that at higher levels over YRD. Meantime, there is stronger upward motion655

near surface in the latitude of 37.5oN, with weak downward motion above the 700 hPa layer.656

Different from Pattern 1, there is weaker descending motion above the 500 hPa layer and stronger657

ascending motion below that level. The above discussionis difference suggests that atmospheric658

pollutants in YRD are horizontally transported northwestward to higher latitude, and vertically659

transport upward to higher atmospheric levels.layers . Therefore, despite the transport of abundant660

pollutants to YRD via southwest air flows and short-range northwest transport of polluted air661

masses, the strong surface southeast wind and upward motion under the weather situation of662

Pattern 2 determine that there is much slighter particle pollution over YRD compared in contrast663

to Pattern 1.Thus, though Pattern 2 may cause the regional particle pollution in YRD, it can also664

benefit the diffusion of pollutants to some extent.665
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Figure 87. As in Fig. 76 but for depression inverted trough pattern (Pattern 2).673

674

For Pattern 3, it tends to occur in winter (36.4%, as displayed in Table 3). Under this675

circumstance, YRD is mainly controlled by a high-pressure system centered in cCentral China676

(Fig. 98a). Meanwhile, the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau is usually regarded as a cold source. A strong677

cold high-pressure system is formed in the lower layer of the plateau, accompanied by an678

anti-cyclonic circulation (Fig. 8a). Meanwhile, the northeastern China is under the steering679

influence of the high-pressure ridgethe northwest air flows at the rear of the East Asian major680

trough, with . A transversal troughthe its trough axis appearing along the eastern coastline of681

China. covers the YRD region, and its axis orienting from the northeastern sea areas to southwest682

inland areas. Affected by the strong northerlwesty winds coming from the east wind from the683

Yellow SeaNorthnorthern China, the polluted northwest air masses from BTH are easily684

transported to YRDflows. At the higher layer of 500 hPa (Fig. 98b), the geopotential height field685
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and wind fieldcirculation structure pattern are similar to those for of Pattern 1. A trough appears686

in the upper atmosphere, resulting in relatively strong west-northwest flows. The dense isopleths687

indicate large geopotential height gradient and strong downward flows. While at the surface layer688

(Fig. 98c), the strong northerly wind is also evident, and YRD is located at the bottom of a689

high-pressure system centered in the remote Mongolian region. in the north of transversal trough690

are slowed down. The above discussion is further proved by the results from back trajectory691

calculations. As suggested in Fig. 8c98e, most air masses in clusters are from the Loess Plateau,692

with the percentage of 31%. The transport path of this cluster is relatively short, which might be693

attributed to the weakened strong anti-cyclonic circulationnorthwest wind. Due to the strong694

northerly windFor this reason, tThe long-range transport of air masses from remote Mongolia and695

northernnorth China also accounts for 22% and 18% of all trajectories, respectively. Besides, the696

local transport of air masses from the southeast coastal area in YRD accounts for 26%, which is697

associated with the northeast air flows. The marine air masses cluster originates from western698

Pacific via the Yellow Sea accounts for 4%. They both bring the clean marine air masses to YRD,699

which is somewhat beneficial to the mitigation of particle pollution in YRD.? For the vertical700

structure (Fig. 8b98d), the distribution of vertical velocitflow fieldy below the altitude of 300 hPa701

is similar to that of Pattern 1, whereas the vertical wind is slightly slower stronger for the weather702

systems in Pattern 3. UndeDue tor the steering influence of the high-pressure system, it is703

observed that The evident downward air flows dominate in the north of around 28oN (including704

YRD) below the altitude of 300 hPa. The largest descending velocity (~9×10-2 Pa s-1) also appears705

at the altitude of 500 hPa, covering the latitude of 35-40oN.Thus, influenced by the downdrafts in706

higher latitudes and horizontal northeast air flows, more clean marine air masses may be707

transported to YRD. Due to the fact that YRD is under the steering influence of the high-pressure708

system, downward motion dominates above YRD as well, the same to that of Pattern 1. However,709

in despite of the higher surface pressure (Figs. 6i and 98c) and stronger downward motion (Fig.710

98d), the surface wind is much stronger for Pattern 3 as well (as displayed in Figs. 6g, 98a and711

98c), which alleviating es the problems of air pollution resulting in much slighter air pollution712

over YRD compared tothan that of Pattern 1. In all, under the weather situation of Pattern 3, the713

strong northwesterly wind in the front of the high-pressure system usually lead to the transport of714

polluted air masses from BTH to YRD may cause particle pollution in YRD when the north715
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polluted air masses are transported in, but . Nevertheless, the strong surface wind is conducive to716

the diffusion and dilutionmitigation of pollutants plays a significant role in the level of air717

pollution over YRD, which plays a significant role in the level of air pollution over YRDis it is718

also conducive to the diffusion and dilution of pollutants because of the clean marine air masses..719
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Figure 98. As in Fig. 76 but for transversal trough pattern (Pattern 3).729

730

With respect to Pattern 4, on both the surface and 850 hPa level, the study domain is totally731

under the control of a high-pressure system as well (Figs. 109a and 109c). The center of the732

high-pressure system is located on the Sea of Japan, while a cyclonic circulation occurs over the733

Philippine Sea. The anti-cyclonic circulation prevails over YRD and horizontally brings the clean734
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marine air masses to the land. Meanwhile, the sparse isopleths represent ing smallweak735

geopotential height gradient in the middle troposphere, accompanied by muchrather weaker west736

wind compared to that of other patterns (Fig. 109b). Accordingly, influenced by the737

high-pressure system, the downward atmospheric motion dominates in the vertical direction738

obviously (Fig. 9b109d). The strongest downward motion (~6×10-2 Pa s-1) appears between the739

altitude of 300 hPa and 500 hPa and at the latitude of 35oN. The weak updrafts near the surface740

may be related to the regional thermodynamic circulation. As shown in Fig. 109ec, the cluster with741

the largest frequency of 32% stands for the local transport of air masses from southern adjacent742

areas in YRD. Additionally, the air masses from Northnorthern China via Bohai Bay (25%), from743

Japan via the Yellow Sea (23%), and from the Philippines via the East China Sea (5%) are also744

representative. These clusters passing over the ocean areas totally account for more than 50% of745

all trajectories. Therefore, under this weather situation, it is confirmed that the dilution effects of746

clean marine air masses play great roles in the particle pollution over YRD.747

Pattern 5 features one of the most complex circulation situation at 850 hPa (Fig. 11a). YRD is748

located between the bottom of the northern high-pressure system and the top of the southern weak749

low-pressure system. For this reason, the horizontal strong east wind prevails and easily carries750

clean marine air masses from the East China Sea to YRD. The corresponding circulation structure751

at the surface layer is similar to that at 850 hPa layer (Fig. 11c), while the east-northeast flows752

prevails over the study domain. In the upper troposphere, a ridge appears in the east due to the753

tropical cyclonic system, thus leading to the west-southwest flows over the region. Owing to the754

above-mentioned two opposite pressure systems (Fig. 11a), strong upward air flows are dominant755

in the south of the latitude of 35 oN, while the downward motion is obvious in the north (Fig. 11d).756

The largest ascending velocity (~ -9×10-2 Pa s-1) appears in the latitude of around 27.5 oN in the757

upper troposphere. The strong upward motion facilitates the diffusion and removal of the758

accumulated pollutants from the surface layer. According to Fig. 11e, the cluster with the largest759

frequency of 45% consists of the wet air parcels from Japan via the Yellow Sea. Only 5% of the760

trajectories originates from the Philippines and pass over the East China Sea. On the whole, under761

the weather situation for Pattern 5, the transport of clean marine air masses and favorable diffusion762

condition contribute to the good air quality over YRD.763
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770
Figure 109. As in Fig. 76 but for high-pressure controlled pattern (Pattern 4).771

772

Finally, Pattern 5 features one of the most complex circulation situation at 850 hPa level (Fig.773

110a). At 850 hPa, The northeastern China is controlled by a cold eddy system. The central China774

is impacted by a high-pressure ridge. A strong tropical low-pressure system is located around775

Luzon. At this time, YRD is located in between the south bottom of the northerncentral776

high-pressure system and the north top of the southern strong weaktropical low-pressure system.777

For this reason, tThe horizontal strong southeast wind prevails and easily carries clean marine air778

masses from the East China Sea to YRD. The corresponding circulation structure at the surface779

layer is similar to that at 850 hPa layer (Fig. 119c), andwhile the east-northeast flows prevails over780

the study domain. In the upper troposphere, a shallow ridge appears in the east due to the tropical781

cyclonic system, thus causingleading to the west-southwest flows over the region. Owing to the782

above-mentioned two opposite pressure systems (Fig. 11a), strong At the same time, upward air783

flows are dominant in the south of the latitude of 35 oN, while the downward motion is obvious in784

the north and comparatively weak (>-3×10-2 Pa s-1) in the lower troposphere (Fig. 110db). The785

largest ascending velocity (~ -9×10-2 Pa s-1) appears in the latitude of around 27.5 oN in the upper786
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troposphere. The strong upward motion facilitates the diffusion and removal of the accumulated787

pollutants from the surface layer. According to Fig. 110ec, the cluster with the largest frequency of788

45% consists of the wet air parcels from Japan via the Yellow Sea. Only 5% of the trajectories789

originates from the Philippines and pass over the East China Sea. On the whole, under the weather790

situationsystems in for Pattern 45, and 5 are both mainly influenced by the transport of clean791

marine air masses and favorable diffusion condition contribute to the good air quality over YRD.,792

and largely beneficial to the diffusion of the pollutants.793
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Figure 110. As in Fig. 76 but for northeast cold vortex pattern ( Pattern 5).801

802

To sum up, the weather situation for Pattern 1-5 are more or less affected by a high-pressure803

system. However, the relative positions of the study domain to the anti-cyclonic circulation system804

are quite significant to the air quality of YRD. The differences determine the wind speed and wind805

direction, and the latter further determine whether YRD is influenced by the clean marine air806
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masses. For Patten 1 and Pattern 3, YRD are both impacted by the northwest air flows at the rear807

of the East Asian major trough, which transport abundant air pollutants from BTHother regions808

(such as BTH and SCB) to YRD and cause heavysevere particle pollution (high AOD value as809

well) in YRD. In contrast, the weaker local surface wind for Pattern 1 is extremely conducive to810

the local accumulation of pollutants.under the influence of weather system of Pattern 1, the811

particle pollution in YRD is largely affected by the transport of pollutants from the south and north812

inland regions of China. This weather situation is extremely not favorable to the diffusion of air813

pollutants, For this reason, Pattern 1 is ‘the most polluted pattern’, and responsible for the most814

large-scale particle pollution episodes over YRD. Owning to the stronger surface wind, Pattern 3815

is ‘the second most polluted pattern’. As for Pattern 2 and Pattern 3, the polluted air masses816

mainly travel from southern inland areas, and synchronously meet with the clean marine air817

masses in YRD. To some extent , T this weather situation is helpful to the mitigation of particle818

pollution in YRD to some extent, and this pattern can also be regarded as ‘the polluted pattern’.819

With respect to Pattern 4 and Pattern - and Pattern 5, YRD is directly influenced by the air flows820

traveling from the ocean areas, and has little chance of being polluted. Thus, Pattern 4 and Pattern821

-5 can be identified as ‘the clean pattern’. It suggests that the clean marine air masses have great822

dilution impacts on the particle pollution over YRD.823

824
4. Conclusions825

In this study, the spatial and temporal distributions of particle pollution in 16 YRD cities are826

characterized from December 2013 to November 2014. Meanwhile, the synoptic weather827

classification is conducted to identify the dominant weather patterns over YRD. The828

meteorological fields and 72-h backward trajectories are analyzed to reveal the potential impacts829

of weather systems on the regional severe particle pollution.830

From the observational records, it is shown that the concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10831

decrease progressively along the northwest-southeast direction. The pollution levels are832

comparatively high in the Jiangsu Province and much lower in the southeast coastal area (Ningbo,833

Taizhou and Zhoushan). The highest particle concentration occurs in Nanjing, with the834

concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 being 79 μg∙m-3 and 130 μg∙m-3, respectively. The PM2.5/PM10835

ratios are high in YRD, especially in winter. The seasonal mean PM2.5/PM10 ratios are 0.73836
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(winter), 0.61 (spring), 0.67 (summer) and 0.63 (autumn), respectively. These high PM2.5/PM10837

ratios suggest that the PM2.5 fraction is extraordinarily dominant in the PM10 mass in YRD.838

Besides, high AOD is also found in YRD, with the annual mean value of 0.71±0.57 and theathe839

maximum of seasonal mean AODvalue occurring of 0.98±0.83 in summer (0.98±0.83). The840

diurnal cycles of particle concentrations in most cities follow the same pattern, with a morning841

peak from 8:00 to 12:00. There are three peaks in seasonal variations (December, March, and May842

or June). The wintertime peak is closely related to the enhanced emissions in the heating season843

and poor meteorological conditions. Moreover, YRD suffered suffers from the PM2.5 (PM10)844

pollution in nearly 28.0% (13.1%) days of the year. The continuous large-scale regional PM2.5845

pollution episodes occur much more frequently than the PM10 pollution episodes.846

Based on the sums-of-squares technique, five typical synoptic weather patterns are847

objectively classified identified in YRD, including the East Asia major trough rear pattern (Pattern848

1, occurs 47.7% of all days), the depression inverted trough pattern (Pattern 2, 20.0%), the849

transversal trough pattern (Pattern 3, 18.1%), the high-pressure controlled pattern (Pattern 4, 4.1%)850

and the northeast cold vortex pattern (Pattern 5, 5.8%). Each pattern differs from the other in851

respect to the relative position of YRD to the main synoptic system (anti-cyclonic circulation852

system). The difference determines the The weather conditions (wind speed and wind direction,853

which play an important role in the air quality level of YRD. Especially, the wind direction is854

closely associated with the situation whether YRD is influenced by clean marine air masses.) play855

an important role in the air quality level of YRD. Under the patterns when YRD is at the rear of856

the East Asian major trough at 850 hPa (Pattern 1 and Pattern 3), the strong northwest wind can857

easily transport air pollutants from other polluted areasBTH to YRD, leading to serious particle858

pollution in YRD. Due to the high-pressure system, significant vertical downward motion859

dominates above YRD, resulting in relatively stable weather conditions at the surface. With fair860

weak local surface wind, the worst polluted weather pattern (Pattern 1) features the highest861

regional mean PM10 (116.5±66.9 μg∙m-3), PM2.5 (75.9±49.9 μg∙m-3) and high AOD (0.74). Pattern862

1 is also responsible forFor the When YRD is located at the rear of the East Asian major trough at863

850 hPa (Pattern 1), it is primarily strikingly influenced by the polluted air masses traveling from864

southern and northern inland regions. Significant downward motion dominates above YRD,865

resulting in stable weather conditions at the surface (high pressure, the weakest wind, low866
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humidity and temperature). The analysis of meteorological field also indicates that the strong867

horizontal northwest wind hinders the vertical outward transport of pollutants. Thus, this weather868

situation is extremely unfavorable for the diffusion of the pollutants, leading to the highest PM10869

(116.5±66.9 μg∙m-3), PM2.5 (75.9±49.9 μg∙m-3) and high AOD (0.74). For this reason, Pattern 1 can870

be regarded as ‘the most polluted pattern’, and responsible for the most large-scale and contributes871

most to the occurrence of large-scale regional PM2.5 (70.4%) and PM10 (78.3%) pollution episodes872

in YRD. As for Pattern 3, the the strong northerly wind usually leads to the transport of polluted873

air masses from BTH to YRD, while the high-pressure system causes dominant downward motion874

over the region. hHighest AOD (0.81) is observed in YRD under this pattern. However, the875

strongest surface wind is conducive to the mitigation of pollution,. Thus, Pattern 3 is supposed to876

be “the polluted pattern”, withresulting in the second highest PM10 (86.9±49.5 μg∙m-3) and PM2.5877

(59.1±37.3μg∙m-3). the In contrast, under the weather system of other synoptic patterns (,878

especially Pattern 4 and Pattern 5), the clean marine air masses via east-southeast wind play a879

crucial roles in the mitigation of pollution over YRD. Under these weather patternTherefore,s,880

YRD has much less chance of being polluted.881

In summary, the above results reveal that the particle pollution in China is no longer a thorny882

issue over a single city, but over a regional scale. This study can enhance the understanding of883

features of particle pollution in East Asia. Meanwhile, it wasis also confirmed that large-scale884

synoptic weather systems have great impacts on regional particle pollution episodes. Therefore,885

the establishment of the potential links between different levels of particle pollution and886

predominant synoptic patterns can provide an insightful view on formulating pollution control and887

mitigation strategies.888

889

5. Data availability890

The air quality monitoring records are available at http://106.37.208.233:20035. The891

meteorological data are available at http://www.nmc.cn. The MODIS/AOD records are available892

at https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/search/index.html. The NCEP reanalysis data are available at893

https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis2.pressure.html and894

http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/archives.php.895

896

https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/search/index.html
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Abstract: Regional air pollution is significantly associated with the dominant weather systems. In14

this study, the relationship between the particle pollution over the Yangtze River Delta (YRD)15

region and the weather patterns is investigated. Firstly, First, the pollution characteristics of16

particles in the YRD are studied by using the in-situin situ monitoring data (PM2.5 and PM10) in 1617

cities and Terra/MODIS AOD (aerosol optical depth) products collected from December 2013 to18

November 2014. The results show that the regional mean value of AOD is high in the YRD, with19

the an annual mean value of 0.71±0.57. The annual mean particle concentrations in the cities of20

Jiangsu Province all exceed the national air quality standard. The pollution level is higher in the21

inland areas, with and the highest concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 respectively beingare 79 and22

130 μg∙m-3 , respectively, in Nanjing. The PM2.5/PM10 ratios are usually typically high, thus23

indicating that PM2.5 is the overwhelmingly dominant particle pollutant in the YRD. The24

wintertime peak of particle concentrations is tightly linked to the increased emissions in during the25

heating season, as well as the adverse meteorological conditions. Secondly, Second, based on26

NCEP reanalysis data, synoptic weather classification is conducted to reveal the weather patterns27

that are easy tocan easily cause severe particle pollution in the YRD. Five typical synoptic patterns28

are objectively identified, including the East Asian trough rear pattern, the29



2

depression inverted trough pattern, the transversal trough pattern, the high-pressure controlled30

pattern, and the northeast cold vortex pattern. Finally, the synthetic analysis of meteorological31

fields and backward trajectories are applied to further clarify how these patterns impact particle32

concentrations. It is demonstrated that air pollution is more or less influenced by high-pressure33

systems. The relative positions of the YRD to the anti-cyclonic circulations are quiteexerts34

significant to effects on the air quality of the YRD. The YRD is largely influenced by polluted air35

masses from the northern and the southern inland areas when it is located at the rear of the East36

Asian major trough. The sSignificant downward motion of air masses results in stable weather37

conditions, and thereby hinders hindering the diffusion of air pollutants. Thus, the East Asian38

trough rear pattern is quite favorable for the accumulation of pollutants in the YRD, and39

causesresulting in higher regional mean PM10 (116.5±66.9 μg∙m-3), PM2.5 (75.9±49.9 μg∙m-3) and40

AOD (0.74) values. Moreover, this pattern is also responsible for the most occurrence of most41

large-scale regional PM2.5 (70.4%) and PM10 (78.3%) pollution episodes. High wind speed and the42

clean marine air masses may also play important roles in the mitigation of the pollution in the43

YRD. Especially when the clean marine air masses account for a large proportion of all44

trajectories (i.e., when the YRD is controlled by the high-pressure controlled pattern and the45

northeast cold vortex pattern), the air in the YRD has less a smaller chance of being polluted. The46

found observed correlation between weather patterns and particle pollution can provide valuable47

views insight in theinto making decisions-making on about pollution control and mitigation48

strategies.49

Keywords: PM2.5; PM10; air pollution meteorology; synoptic weather pattern; the Yangtze River50

Delta region51

52

1. Introduction53

The high common occurrence of regional particle pollution is has acquired worldwide54

attention in the scientific community (Malm et al., 1994; Putaud et al., 2004; Chan and Yao, 2008)55

due to its adverse impacts on visibility (Singh and Dey, 2012; Green et al., 2012) and public health56

(Kappos et al., 2004; Brook et al., 2010). Generally, the causes for of this kind of pollution involve57

diverse aspects. Two major contributors Among themto this pollution, include the emission of58

pollutants and weather conditions are two major contributors (Oanh and Leelasakultum, 2011;59
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Young et al., 2016). Particle pollution in urban agglomerations is primarily attributed to the60

hugevery large amounts of the anthropogenic emissions of primary particles and their precursors61

(e.g., SO2, NOx, and VOCs, etc.). However, these emissions are normally quasi-stable within a62

certain period of time (Kurokawa et al., 2013). Thus, the pollution level in a certain region63

generally depends on the regional weather conditions (namely namely, weather patterns), which64

are strongly correlated with the synoptic-scale atmospheric circulation (Buchanan et al., 2002;65

Chuang et al., 2008; Flocas et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2013; Russo et al., 2014;66

Grundstrom et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015a; 2015b; Li et al., 2016).67

Until nowTo date, researchers have gained an improved knowledge of the relationship68

between weather patterns and particle pollution. For example, Buchanan et al. (2002) observed the69

significantly elevated concentrations of Black Smoke and PM10 under the anti-cyclonic, southerly70

and southeasterly weather types in the city of Edinburgh in the UK between 1981 and 1996. Russo71

et al. (2014) showed presented an objective classification scheme of for the atmospheric72

circulation affecting Portugal between 2002 and 2010, and revealed that higher concentrations of73

PM10, O3 and NO2 are predominantly associated with synoptic circulation that is characterized by74

an eastern component and the advection of dry air masses. Previous studies have confirmed that75

the different levels of air pollution have close relationsare closely related with weather patterns,76

and also and they showed ascribed its great spatial variability ascribed to the fact that the77

dominant weather pattern differs among between different regions (Flocas et al., 2009;78

Grundstrom et al., 2015).79

In recent decades, the air pollution caused by PM10 and PM2.5 has become the an extremely80

prominent air quality problem in the urban areas of China (Deng et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012;81

Ji et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2013; Huang et., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Xie et al.,82

2016a; 2016c; Zhu et al., 2017). Many studies have tried to reveal the meteorological83

contributions of meteorology to these severe particle pollution episodes. Chuang et al. (2008)84

identified seven weather patterns for aerosol events occurring from March 2002 to February 200585

in the Taipei Bbasin, and suggested that weather systems and their associated terrain blocking86

played important roles in the accumulation of PM2.5 accumulation during the days of events days.87

Niu et al. (2010) revealed the potential impacts of the weakening of the East Asian monsoon88

circulation and increased aerosol loading on the increase of in wintertime fog in China. Zhao et al.89

Editor
Abbreviations and acronyms are typically defined the first time they are used within the main text and then used throughout the remainder of the manuscript. Please consider adhering to this convention. Your target journal may have a list of abbreviations that are considered common enough that they do not need to be defined.  
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(2013) analyzed a regional haze episode in the North China Plain from 16 to 19 January 2010, and90

pointed outnoted that the strong temperature inversion, weak surface wind speed and descending91

air motions in the boundary layer were responsible for the accumulation of pollutants in a shallow92

layer and that produced high pollutant concentrations within the source region. Zheng et al. (2015a)93

found that the favorable atmospheric circulation conditions are responsible for the severe winter94

haze over northeastern China. Li et al. (2016) pointed outnoted that the fog-haze days over central95

and eastern China shows aexhibited the clear features of inter-annual variations, and that the96

strong (weak) East Asian winter monsoon may result in less (more) fog-haze days across97

thethroughout this region.98

Located in the southeast coastal area of East China, tThe Yangtze River Delta (YRD) region,99

which is located in the southeastern coastal area of East China, is one of the most developed urban100

economic circles regions in the world; it, generally includes Shanghai, Jiangsu Province and101

Zhejiang Province, and it occupies over 20% of China’s total gross domestic product (GDP) (Shu102

et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2016a; 2017). In recent years, like similar to other megacity clusters in103

China, such as the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region (He et al., 2001; Chan and Yao, 2008; Ji et104

al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; 2014; Zhao et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2015a) and the Pearl River105

Delta (PRD) region (Ho et al., 2003; Chan and Yao, 2008; Xie et al., 2016c; Zhu et al., 2017), the106

YRD has also been sufferingsuffered from severe air pollution problems brought caused by an107

accelerated increasing population, urban expansion, and industrialization (Chan and Yao, 2008; Fu108

et al., 2008; 2010; 2014; Deng et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2013;109

Wang et al., 2013; 2014; 2015; Xie et al., 2014; 2016a, 2016b, 2017; Feng et al., 2015; Zheng et110

al., 2015b; Shu et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016; Ming et al., 2017). EspeciallyIn particular, the severe111

particle pollution episodes are widely recognized as one of the major air pollution issues in the112

YRD (Fu et al., 2008; 2010; Deng et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2013; Kong et al.,113

2013; Wang et al., 2013; 2014; 2015; Fu et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015b; Xu et114

al., 2016; Ming et al., 2017). Thus, a lot of many researchesstudies have been conducted to figure115

outdetermine the contamination status (Fu et al., 2010; Kang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; 2015;116

Feng et al., 2015; Ming et al., 2017), possible source (Fu et al., 2010; 2014; Kong et al., 2013;117

Wang et al., 2013; 2014; Xu et al., 2016), or and causes and or features (Fu et al., 2008; 2010;118

Huang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015a) of these episodes. However, among119
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these studies, the workstudies that have attempted to determine trying to figure out how particle120

pollution in the YRD is associated with synoptic weather patterns areis still quite limited. Zheng et121

al. (2015b) once summarized the synoptic-scale atmospheric circulations influencing the122

distribution of particles over eastern China in during autumn from 2001 to 2010. They found that123

there are six polluted weather types and three clean ones, and revealed that heavy pollution events124

particularly most commonly occur when the study areas are located at the rear of the anticyclone.125

However, tThis study considereds the influence of pollution in a region that is larger than the YRD,126

only focuseds on the pollution in October, and is was mainly on basisbased of on satellite aerosol127

optical depth (AOD) data. Ground-based monitoring particle concentration data can better128

represent the status of particle pollution in the urban atmosphere of the YRD. Thus, to better129

understand the relationship between the pollution in the planetary boundary layer and the synoptic130

weather patterns over the YRD, further study studies should be conducted based on surface131

monitoring the data collected over a time period of at least over a one year from the surface132

monitoring inin the YRD.133

This work attempts to enhance the our understanding of particle pollution in the YRD and,134

and provides the scientific knowledge for about the association of regional severe particle135

pollution and synoptic weather patterns. Firstly, First, we analyze the spatial and temporal136

distribution of PM10, PM2.5 and AOD in the YRD from December 2013 to November 2014 , aimed137

to illustrate the characteristics of particle pollution over the this region. Secondly, Second,138

synoptic weather classification is conducted to reveal the weather patterns related to heavy139

pollution. Finally, the synthetic analyseis of meteorological fields and backward trajectories are140

used to further clarify the impact mechanism. In this paper, Section 2 describes the observed data,141

the synoptic weather classification method and the trajectory model. Section 3 presents our main142

findings, including the a detailed analysis of the characteristics of particle pollution in the YRD,143

the synoptic weather patterns affecting the this pollution, and the mechanism how by which144

weather systems impact the pollution. In the endFinally, a brief summary is addressed presented in145

Section 4.146

147

2. Data and methods148

2.1 Observed data149

Editor
Please ensure that the intended meaning has been maintained in this edit. Alternatively, please consider “This study considers the influence of pollution in a region that is larger than the YRD, only focuses on pollution in October, and is mainly based on satellite aerosol optical depth (AOD) data.”
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The observed air quality data used in this study are obtained from the National150

Environmental Monitoring Center (NEMC) of China. The in situ monitoring data for of the hourly151

concentrations of PM2.5, PM10, CO, NO2, SO2 and O3 can beare acquired from the national air152

quality real-time publishing platform (http://106.37.208.233:20035). Sixteen cities are selected as153

the representative research objects sites to better reflect the status of particle pollution over the154

YRD region. They These cities are include Shanghai, Changzhou, Nanjing, Nantong, Suzhou,155

Taizhoushi, Wuxi, Yangzhou, Zhenjiang, Hangzhou, Huzhou, Jiaxing, Ningbo, Shaoxing, Taizhou,156

and Zhoushan (here, Taizhou in Jiangsu Province is renamed referred to as Taizhoushi to157

distinguish it from the city of Taizhou in Zhejiang Province). Fig. 1 shows the locations of the 16158

cities in the YRD. In order to better characterize the pollution levels of each city, The the hourly159

pollutant concentration for of a each city is calculated as the average value of the pollutant160

concentrations from measured in several of the national monitoring sites in that city, which can161

better characterize the pollution levels of the city. The sampling methods and the quality assurance162

and quality control (QA/QC) procedures used at each site act are in accordance with the Chinese163

national standard HJ/T193-2005 (State Environmental Protection Administration of China, 2006;164

Xie et al., 2016b). Furthermore, manual inspection is conducted in during data processing;,165

including this inspection includes the removal of the absentmissing and the abnormal values (such166

ase.g., PM2.5 values that are higher than PM10 values). The period of this study startsThe study167

period lasts from December 2013 to November 2014. In the following analysis, winter refers to168

the period from December 2013 to February 2014. Accordingly, spring, summer and fall represent169

the periods from March to May, June to August, and September to November in 2014,170

respectively.171

172

http://106.37.208.233:20035)
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173
174

Figure 1. The location of the YRD in China (a) and 16 typical cities in the YRD (b), with the terrain175
elevations data. The terrain elevations data are obtained from the website176
(https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/relief/ETOPO1/data/bedrock/cell_registered/).177

178

The use of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aerosol products can179

help to us comprehensively analyze the spatial and temporal variations of in aerosol loading over180

China. In this study, we use the aerosol optical depth (AOD) data obtained at a wavelength of 550181

nm wavelength in the Terra/MODIS daily global Level 3 products (MOD08_D3). They These data182

can be obtained from the MODIS collection 6 (C6) dataset183

(https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/search/index.html). MODIS aerosol products are derived by184

using two entirely independent retrieval algorithms:, one is used for deriving aerosols over land185

(Chu et al, 2002; 2003) and another is used for deriving aerosols over the ocean (Remer et al, 2002;186

2005; Chu et al., 2005). Here, we use the C6 Deep Blue (DB) products for derivingto derive187

aerosols over land, with the a spatial resolution of 1o 1° × 1o 1°, during the period from188

December 2013 to November 2014. The For detailed descriptions of the retrieval algorithms and189

their, accuracy and validation, can further refer to the work of Hsu et al. (2013).190

In order toTo illustrate the realactual weather situations, the hourly monitored meteorological191

parameter records in each of the 16 typical cities are also applied as well. These data include 2 m192

temperature (T), 2 m relative humidity (RH), 10 m wind speed (WS), 10 m wind direction (WD)193

and surface air pressure (P). They These data are collected from the National Meteorological194

Center (http://www.nmc.cn).195

196

https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/relief/ETOPO1/data/bedrock/cell_registered/
https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/search/index.html).
http://www.nmc.cn)
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2.2 Synoptic weather classification197

Synoptic weather classification refers to the analysis of historical weather charts and the198

characterization of weather systems. It is more effective for the producing disastrous weather199

forecasts due to its ability to reveal the atmospheric circulation situations. With the gradual200

popularization of computer analysis and the greater increased sharing of data, synoptic weather201

classification has great practical value in many othera wide variety of research fields. For example,202

it has widespread applications in the field of analyzing the weather patterns related to air pollution203

(Mcgregor and Bamzelis, 1995; Zhang et al., 2012; Santurtsn et al., 2015).204

Methods of synoptic weather classification can be generally be divided into the objective and205

the subjective methods (El-Kadi and Simithson, 1992). In this study, we apply the sums-of-squares206

technique, which is one of thean objective classification methods and that was established in 1973207

by Kirchhofer (Kirchhofer, 1973). The sums-of-squares technique can effectively categorize more208

than 90% of the analyzed weather maps, which is represents an improvement over the other209

correlation techniques (Yarnal, 1984). The steps of aThe application ofpplying this technique are210

threefoldinvolves three steps. Firstly, First, the daily pressure data at each grid points are211

normalized as follows:212

s
XXZ i

i
)( 

 (1)213

where Zi is the normalized value of the grid point i, Xi is the value at grid point i, X is the mean214

value of the study domain, and s is the standard deviation. Data normalization removes the effects215

of the magnitude of pressure magnitude and improves the seasonal comparability of different216

weather types. Secondly, Second, each normalized grid point is compared to all other grid pointss217

on the basis ofbased on the Kirchhofer score (S) for of each grid point:218





N

i
biai ZZS

1
)( (2)219

where Zai is the normalized value in of grid point i on the day a, Zbi is the normalized value in of220

grid point i on the day b, and N is the number of grid points. The Kirchhofer score (S) is221

calculated for each row (denoted as SR), each column (SC) and the entire study domain (ST) to222

ensure the pattern similarity between any pair of patterns for all grid points. Finally, all days are223

separated into one of the identified synoptic weather patterns according to thebased on these three224
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values and their empirically derived thresholds. ThereintoThus, the values of SR, SC and ST must225

be lower than their respective threshold values so thatfor these patterns can to be accepted as226

similar (Barry et al., 1981). For each daily grid, the lowest significant Kirchhofer score (S) is227

recorded with the associated key day, thus denoting the synoptic type of the that day. All228

rRemaining days are considered as to be ‘unclassified’.229

The dataset of meteorological field dataset used in the sums-of-squares technique is230

fromcontains NCEP–DOE AMIP-Ⅱ Reanalysis 2 data (Kanamitsu et al., 2002), which are231

collected at 00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 UTC (universal time coordinated)232

(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis2.pressure.html). These data have233

144×73 horizontal grids of 144×73, with a grid spacing of 2.5°. From the ground level to 10 hPa,234

there are 17 pressure levels in the vertical direction. The classification of synoptic weather maps is235

conducted by using the gridded data at the a geopotential height of 850 hPa during the same time236

period when the air quality data are recorded. The domain of interest is centered over the YRD237

region, covering an area of 25-40° N in latitude and 110-128°E in longitude.238

239

2.3 HYSPLIT model240

Backward trajectories can be adopted to help understand transport paths and identify the241

source regions of air masses. The Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory242

(HYSPLIT) Model (Version 4) is was developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric243

Administration (NOAA) Air Resources Laboratory (ARL). It is one of the most extensively used244

atmospheric transport and dispersion models for the study of air parcel trajectories (Draxler and245

Rolph, 2013; Rolph, 2013; Stein et al., 2016), and it has been well widely applied in simulations246

of the complex transport, diffusion, chemical transformation and depositional processes247

simulations of atmospheric pollutants (Mcgowan and Clark, 2008; Wang et al., 2011; Huang et al.,248

2015; Xie et al., 2016b).249

In this study, HYSPLIT is used to compute the air parcel backward trajectories of air parcels,250

reveal the possible source regions of air masses, and establish the source-receptor relationships for251

each synoptic weather pattern. For each synoptic weather pattern, the terminus of the each252

trajectoryies is considered to be located at the observation site in Nanjing (32oN, 118.8oE). The253

72-h backward trajectories are then calculated and clustered. The ending point is set defined at as254
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1500 m above sea level. The NCEP reanalysis data (http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/archives.php) are255

used to drive the backward trajectory calculation. The NCEP data contain 6-hourly basic256

meteorological fields on pressure surfaces with the a spatial resolution of 2.5°. In this study, these257

data are also converted to hemispheric 144 by 73 polar stereographic grids;, which isthese data258

thus have the same grid configuration as the dataset applied in the synoptic weather classification.259

260

3. Results and discussion261

3.1 Characteristics of particle pollution in the YRD262

3.1.1 Spatial distributions of particle pollution263

Fig. 2a displays the annual mean values of AOD observed at a wavelength of 550 nm264

wavelength inthroughout most areas of China. The highest values (i.e., larger than 0.6) generally265

occur in the BTH, the YRD, the Sichuan Basin (SCB), and some of the central and southern266

provinces in China (i.e., Hubei, Hunan and Guangxi provinces). AOD is mainly governed by fine267

particles in industrialized urban conditions (Kim et al., 2006);, thus, the abovementioned areas268

should be sufferingsuffer from high columnar aerosol loading. In the YRD, with the development269

of modern industrialization and urbanization, the contrasts of in the atmospheric pollution levels270

among the different cities gradually decrease gradually, and severe air pollution episodes tend to271

exhibit significant regional pollution characteristics.272

Fig. 2b shows the temporal variations of in the regional averaged AOD values of AOD in the273

YRD (covering 16 cities within the area of 25-40oN and 110-128oN). The annual mean value is274

0.71±0.57. The maximum seasonal value is 0.98±0.83 in summer, followed by 0.81±0.57 in winter,275

0.59±0.24 in spring, and 0.48±0.35 in autumn. Though Although the peak of particle276

concentrations occursare observed in winter (as shown in Fig. 3 and 5 show), the above results277

demonstrate that the maximum regional mean AOD values occurs in summer, with as they reach278

theirthe highest value of 1.60 in June. The This result is similar to that found by Kim et al. (2006),279

who. It is reported that the value of AOD is not only associated with the pollution levels of fine280

particles, but also but is also strongly affected by other factors (such ase.g., solar radiation, water281

vapor and etc.). The fact that the maximum AOD values occur in hot seasons should be ascribed to282

the combined effects of an the increase of in fine aerosol production (i.e., due to secondary aerosol283

formation by gas-to-particle conversion, the hygroscopic growth of hydrophilic aerosols and or284
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biomass burning emissions) and humid weather (Kim et al., 2006). Consequently, the aerosol285

optical depth data obtained from satellite observations can reveal the spatial distribution of286

aerosols to some extent, but they cannot exactly reflect the pollution levels and or replace the287

concentration data.288

Figs. 2c and 2d show the spatial distributions of the annual mean particle concentrations in 16289

typical cities over the YRD from December 2013 to November 2014. Generally, the spatial290

distributions of PM2.5 (Fig. 2c) and PM10 (Fig. 2d) present aexhibit overall similar pattern sas a291

whole. The annual mean PM2.5 and PM10 values decrease progressively along in the292

northwest-southeast direction, which means that particle concentrations are comparatively high in293

the northwest inland areas and low in the southeast coastal areas. The pollution levels in most294

cities have exhibit a positive correlation with their proximity from the city to the sea. The farther295

the a city is from the sea, the higher the its particle concentrations are. The maximum particle296

concentrations occur in Nanjing, with the values of 79 μg∙m-3 for PM2.5 and 130 μg∙m-3 for PM10.297

Given the pPrevious researchesstudies on of major climatic features in the YRD have298

demonstrated that, the southeast coastal area is dramatically affected by the land-sea breeze and299

marine air masses. The clean marine air masses are advantageous to the dilution and the diffusion300

of atmospheric pollutants, thus leading toproducing lighter air pollution. However, in the inland301

region, the clustered cities and the industrial districts tend to emit more pollutants, and thereby302

resulting in more the accumulation of accumulated more air pollutants around these cities.303

304

305

(a) Spatial distribution of AOD

(b) Temporal distribution of AOD
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306

Figure 2. The spatial distribution of annual mean AOD values (at a wavelength of 550 nm wavelength)307
values over the YRD (a);, the temporal variations of in regional averaged AOD values over (28-33oN and ,308
118-123oN) (b);, the spatial distribution of annual mean PM2.5 concentrations (c);, and the spatial309
distribution of annual mean PM10 concentrations (d). In (b), the gray line represents the daily value, the310
blue markers represent the monthly mean values, and the magenta line represents the 15- days moving311
average value. In (c) and (d), the acronyms of each city are marked, including Shanghai-SH, Changzhou-CZ,312
Nanjing-NJ, Nantong-NT, Suzhou-SZ, Taizhoushi-TZS, Wuxi-WX, Yangzhou-YZ, Zhenjiang-ZJ,313
Hangzhou-HZ, Huzhou-HZ2, Jiaxing-JX, Ningbo-NB, Shaoxing-SX, Taizhou-TZ, and Zhoushan-ZS.314

315

Fig. 3 illustrates the spatial distribution of the seasonal mean PM2.5 in 16 cities over the YRD.316

The pattern observed in during each season is similar to the annual mean pattern (Fig. 2c). The317

PM2.5 pollution levels are much higher in inland cities, and they decrease along in the318

northwest-southeast direction. For the seasonal variation , PM2.5 concentrations exhibit seasonal319

variations; they are highest in winter, with thereaching a maximum value being up toof 120 μg∙m-3,320

and they decrease throughout the spring, and show theyielding their lowest values in during321

summer and autumn. The difference between the PM2.5 concentration in summer and that in322

autumn is relatively small;, this difference ranges fromboth with thea maximum value of lower323

than 60 μg∙m-3 in Nanjing and to the a minimum value of close to 20 μg∙m-3 in Zhoushan.324

(c) PM2.5 (d) PM10
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325

Figure 3. The spatial distribution of seasonal mean PM2.5 over the YRD in (a) winter, (b) spring, (c) summer,326
and (d) autumn. The acronyms for each city are the same as those in Figure 2.327

328

Table 1 quantitatively demonstrates lists the annual mean concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10329

in 16 cities over the YRD. It also shows demonstrates that the particle pollution levels are330

relatively higher in inland cities are relatively higher. The concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 in 8331

cities of in Jiangsu province Province are all higher than 60 μg∙m-3 (PM2.5) and 80 μg∙m-3 (PM10),332

respectively. However, these concentrations are comparatively lower in the cities located in the333

coastal area (such ase.g., Ningbo, Taizhou and Zhoushan) are comparatively lower. Only the air334

quality of Zhoushan meets the national standard, which may be attributed to the fact that it is335

located on the an island, where the its air is more most likely influenced by the clean marine air336

masses.337

To reveal the important role of PM2.5 in particle pollution, the ratios of PM2.5 concentration to338

PM10 concentration (PM2.5/PM10) are calculated over the YRD. As listed in Table 1, the maximum339

annual mean value of the PM2.5/PM10 ratio is 0.72 in Shanghai, followed by Huzhou and Suzhou340

(0.71), thus implying that the PM2.5 fraction is overwhelmingly dominant of relative to the PM10341

mass in these cities. The PM2.5/PM10 ratios in other cities are betweenrange from 0.60 and to 0.69,342

with the a minimum value of 0.58 in Zhenjiang. These values are comparable to those in other343

cities, like such as Beijing (He et al., 2001), Shanghai (Wang et al., 2013), Taibei (Chen et al.,344
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1999), and Hong Kong (Ho et al., 2003), thus suggesting that the formation of PM2.5 from gases is345

the most important source of particles in the cities of China. Table 1 also presents indicates that346

the PM2.5/PM10 ratios in all cities exhibit show a distinct seasonal variation. It is remarkable that347

the values of PM2.5/PM10 are much higher in winter than they are in other seasons, with reaching348

the a maximum value reaching of 0.85 in Shanghai, and followed by a value of 0.82 in Suzhou.349

The highest concentrations of PM2.5 usually occur in winter (Fig. 3a), and high values of the350

PM2.5/PM10 ratio also appear occur in during the same season (Table 1), thus indicating that PM2.5351

poses a greater threat to human health in cold seasons, that which may be related to the heating352

activities. In summer, the values of PM2.5/PM10 in the 16 cities are medium, with the a mean value353

of 0.67. The lowest ratios usually occur in spring and autumn, with when the mean ratios of all354

cities being are 0.61 (spring) and 0.63 (autumn). The minimum value occurs in the autumn of in355

Yangzhou, with the a value of 0.51, followed by a value of 0.52 in the spring of in Nanjing and the356

autumn of in Zhenjiang. The above discussion on of the spatial and temporal variations of in357

PM2.5/PM10 ratios also implies that particles originate from various kinds of sources and are358

variedly emitted.359

360

Table 1. Annual mean concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10, and the annual and seasonal mean values of PM2.5/361
PM10 ratio, in 16 cities over the YRD.362

Cities
PM2.5

(μg∙m-3)

PM10

(μg∙m-3)

PM2.5/ PM10

Annual Winter Spring Summer Autumn

Shanghai 56 78 0.72 0.85 0.68 0.72 0.66

Jiangsu

Province

Nanjing 79 130 0.61 0.64 0.52 0.70 0.60

Changzhou 69 106 0.65 0.73 0.60 0.67 0.62

Nantong 63 95 0.66 0.72 0.62 0.71 0.64

Suzhou 67 94 0.71 0.82 0.68 0.71 0.67

Taizhoushi 76 117 0.65 0.66 0.58 0.72 0.66

Wuxi 75 114 0.66 0.73 0.59 0.67 0.62

Yangzhou 68 114 0.60 0.69 0.58 0.59 0.51

Zhenjiang 70 121 0.58 0.71 0.54 0.58 0.52

Zhejiang

Province

Hangzhou 65 99 0.66 0.74 0.59 0.63 0.66

Huzhou 68 96 0.71 0.78 0.66 0.68 0.69

Jiaxing 58 84 0.69 0.75 0.65 0.68 0.69

Ningbo 48 75 0.64 0.69 0.62 0.63 0.62

Shaoxing 68 100 0.68 0.72 0.62 0.71 0.68
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Taizhou 50 75 0.67 0.69 0.66 0.66 0.65

Zhoushan 31 50 0.63 0.66 0.62 0.66 0.55

363

3.1.2 Temporal variations of in particle pollution364

Fig. 4 shows the annual mean diurnal variations of in PM2.5 (Fig. 4a) and PM10 (Fig. 4b) in 16365

cities over the YRD. Obviously, the diurnal cycles of particle concentrations in most cities follow366

the a similar pattern. The PM2.5 concentrations maintain comparably high values from 0:00 to367

8:00 . . From tThen on, coinciding with more vehicle emissions in during rush hours, these368

concentrations go upincrease rapidly from 8:00 to 12:00. After reaching their peak, the PM2.5369

concentrations decrease and keep theremain at low values until the sunset. During the nighttime,370

the pollutants get accumulated until the midnight, which should can be attributed to the more371

stable atmospheric stratification in the boundary layer. In comparison, there are two peaks in the372

diurnal cycles of the PM10 concentrations in several cities. The broad morning peak of PM10373

concentrations is more evident from 8:00 to 12:00, and the evening one peak occurs at around374

2approximately 20:00. Besides, In addition, the diurnal change of in particle concentrations in the375

southeast coastal area, like such as Zhoushan, is much smaller. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the376

this difference might be related to its special geographic location, which exhibits less fewer377

emissions of precursors and lower pollution levels.378
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379

Figure 4. Diurnal variations of in PM2.5 (a) and PM10 (b) concentrations in 16 cities of the YRD (unit:380
μg∙m-3).381

382

Fig. 5 demonstrates shows the monthly mean concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 in 16 cities of383

the YRD. As illustrated in the this figure, there are three peaks in the seasonal variations of in384

particles. These three peaks occur in December, March, and May/June. This monthly variation385

pattern is more obvious for PM10. The causes resulting in the wintertime peak of particle386

concentrations can be explained by two factors. One is the enhanced emissions of pollutants387

emissions from residential heating. The other is the stable and poor meteorological conditions that388

limit the diffusion of atmospheric pollutants. For The drivers of the peak appearing in March, the389

drivers may be associated with dust storms events in spring (Zhuang et al., 2001; Fu et al., 2010;390

2014). As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the values of the PM2.5/PM10 ratio in 16 cities are lowest in391

spring, with the a mean ratios of 0.61. High PM10 concentrations during this period further prove392

demonstrate that dust storms can bring more coarse dust particles to the YRD. For tThe peak in393
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May/June, it is probably caused by the field burning of crop residue in rural areas of China, which394

is regarded as to be an important source of biomass burning (Yan et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007;395

Zhu et al., 2012).396

397
Figure 5. Monthly variations of in PM2.5 (a) and PM10 (b) concentrations in 16 cities of the YRD (unit:398
μg∙m-3).399

400
3.1.3 Regional severe particle pollution in the YRD401

According to the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) of China, the urban air402

quality needs tomust meet the second standard, with the daily mean concentrations of PM2.5 and403

PM10 that are lower than 75 μg∙m-3 and 150 μg∙m-3, respectively. In this study, when the daily404

mean PM2.5 (PM10) concentrations exceed the national air quality standard in most (i.e., 8 or more)405

of the 16 cities, we define that there is athis as large-scale regional PM2.5 (PM10) pollution.406

Consequently, from December 2013 to November 2014, there were 98 (46) days when the407

large-scale regional PM2.5 (PM10) pollution episodes occurred arewere identified. That is, the408

YRD suffered from the regional PM2.5 (PM10) pollution in during nearly 28.0% (13.1%) of the409
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days of the year.410

Table 2 shows the typical regional severe particle pollution episodes (that lasted no less than411

3 days) in the YRD from December 2013 to November 2014. As illustrated in the this table, there412

are dozens of continuous large-scale particle pollution episodes occurred. For example, PM2.5413

concentrations exceeded the national standard in all 16 cities from December 1 to 5, in 2013, and414

there were more than 14 cities facing heavy PM10 pollution at the same time. From May 26 to 30,415

in 2014, serious PM2.5 and PM10 pollution episodes were found observed in more than 10 cities. It416

seems appears that high- PM2.5 pollution episodes are remarkably associated with high- PM10417

pollution episodes. Moreover, regional PM2.5 pollution episodes occurred much more frequently418

than PM10 pollution episodes. It might be owingThis may be due to the fact that fine particles419

dominate the composition of particles in the YRD (as discussed in Section 3.1.2).420

421
Table 2. The typical regional severe particle pollution episodes (lasting for no less than 3 days) in the YRD422
from December 2013 to November 2014.423

Episodes of PM2.5 pollution Episodes of PM10 pollution

1-6 Dec. 1-6 Dec.

11-15 Dec. 12-15 Dec.

24-26 Dec. 24-26 Dec.

28 Dec. - 6 Jan. 29 Dec. - 5 Jan.

15-20 Jan. 17-20 Dec.

30 Jan. - 2 Feb. 26-30 May

20-24 Feb.

16-18 Mar.

8-10 Apr.

20-22 May

26-30 May

5-7 Jun.

28 Jun. - 1 Jul.

10-12 Nov.

424

3.2 Synoptic weather classification425

In this study, To to examine the relationship between regional severe particle pollution in the426

YRD and weather situations, synoptic weather classification is carried out from December 2013 to427

November 2014 in this work. Following Using the method described in Section 2.2, we conduct428

the classification of the synoptic weather pattern by using the dataset of geopotential height at 850429
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hPa collected from the NCEP reanalysis data. As shown in Table 3, five weather patterns are430

finally identified, including the East Asian trough rear pattern (Pattern 1), the depression inverted431

trough pattern (Pattern 2), the transversal trough pattern (Pattern 3), the high-pressure controlled432

pattern (Pattern 4), and the northeast cold vortex pattern (Pattern 5). The uUnknown type433

ispatterns are defined as ‘the unclassified pattern’. During the study period, The weather situation434

on 95.6% of the days during the study period is classified as one of the five typical synoptic435

weather patterns.436

Table 3 lists the typical date, the number of days, and seasonal occurrence frequencies of437

each synoptic weather pattern. As demonstrated in the this table, Pattern 1 is the dominant weather438

pattern in the YRD, which accounts for 47.6% of all of the days of the year (from December 2013439

to November 2014). The occurrence frequencies of Patterns 2 and 3 are 20.0% and 18.1%,440

respectively. Patterns 4 and 5 are identified on the fewest number of days, with the occurrence441

frequencies of 4.1% and 5.8%, respectively.442

Table 3 also shows the seasonal occurrence frequencies of each pattern from December 2013443

to November 2014. Obviously, they are distinctly different. Pattern 1 tends to occur in winter, with444

the a frequency of 30.5%, followed by spring (25.9%), summer (21.8%) and autumn (21.8%).445

Pattern 2 is the most popular weather pattern in summer, with the an occurrence frequency of446

37.0%, followed by spring (30.1%), autumn (21.9%) and winter (11.0%). As for For Pattern 3,447

the seasonal frequencies are occur in the order of winter (36.4%), spring (27.3%), autumn (19.7%)448

and summer (16.7%). Both For Pattern 4 and Pattern 5, they are both most likely to take449

placeoccur in autumn, with the occurrence frequencies being of 53.3% and 42.9%, respectively.450

The occurrence frequencies of Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 in during other seasons account for nearly451

50%.452

453

Table 3. The typical date, the number of days, and the seasonal occurrence frequencies of each synoptic454
weather pattern.455

Type Typical date
Number of

days

Occurrence frequency (%)

Spring Summer Autumn Winter

East Asian trough rear pattern

(Pattern 1)
2014-05-12 174 (47.7%) 25.9 21.8 21.8 30.5

Depression inverted trough pattern

(Pattern 2)
2014-05-09 73 (20.0%) 30.1 37.0 21.9 11.0
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Transversal trough pattern (Pattern 3) 2014-02-18 66 (18.1%) 27.3 16.7 19.7 36.4

High-pressure controlled pattern

(Pattern 4)
2014-10-07 15 (4.1%) 13.3 26.7 53.3 6.7

Northeast cold vortex pattern (Pattern

5)
2014-09-14 21 (5.8%) 19.0 23.8 42.9 14.3

Unclassified pattern － 16 (4.4%) － － － －

456

3.3 Effects of synoptic weather patterns on particle pollution457

3.3.1 Relationship between synoptic weather pattern and particle pollution458

To figure outdetermine the relationship between synoptic weather patterns and particle459

pollution, the occurrence frequencies of the five typical synoptic patterns during the regional460

severe particle pollution episodes are calculated. As shown in Table 4, during the days with461

regional PM2.5 (PM10) pollution episodes days, Pattern 1 is the dominant synoptic weather pattern,462

with the an occurrence frequency of 70.4% (78.3%). For PM2.5 pollution, Pattern 2 and Pattern 3463

both occur in on 14.3% of the days with PM2.5 pollution episodes. For During PM10 pollution464

episodes, Pattern 2 (6.5%) appears less frequently than Pattern 3 (15.2%). The occurrence465

frequencies of Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 are less than 1%, and can thus almost be ignored on that466

account.467

According to Table 3 and Table 4, the occurrence frequency of Pattern 1 during the regional468

particle pollution episodes is obviously higher than its occurrence in during the whole entire year.469

In contrast, the occurrences of Pattern 2 and Pattern 3 during these episodes are less frequent than470

those throughout the year. Moreover, Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 appear far less frequently during the471

regional particle pollution episodes than their appearancethey do within throughout a the year. To472

sum up, it suggestsIn summary, these data suggest that the weather situation of Pattern 1 is more473

beneficial for the formation of large-scale regional particle pollution in the YRD.474

475
Table 4. The occurrence frequencies of synoptic weather patterns during the regional severe PM2.5 and PM10476
pollution episodes477

Type
PM2.5 PM10

Number of days Frequency (%) Number of days Frequency (%)

Pattern 1 69 70.4 36 78.3

Pattern 2 14 14.3 3 6.5

Pattern 3 14 14.3 7 15.2

Pattern 4 0 0% 0 0

Pattern 5 1 1.0 0 0

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=16kA3gushFD6uKy_eTvwt2lGnTEMRiFrxP7knn8lrqp2W3IEkUGj2TFOmtUqDGT6aOAzm8B8kcdd7B_Xy9QnW1s2vTj39pLKa1AFHpwd-35ZKqJindiQvQGY5Wr9Fq8A
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478

Fig. 6 shows the whisker-boxbox-and-whisker plot of the mean concentrations of mean air479

pollutants (PM10, PM2.5, O3, NO2, SO2 and CO) concentrations and the meteorological parameters480

(WS, T, P and RH) of 16 cities under the five synoptic weather patterns, as well as the481

corresponding spatial distribution of AOD over eastern China. These statistical results are also482

listed in Table 5 as well.483

As shown in Figs. 6a-6f and Table 5, the highest average concentrations of the main air484

pollutants (except for O3) averaged forin the 16 cities in the YRD are observed to be associated485

with Pattern 1. Since aerosols can reflect and absorb solar radiation and thereby cause the decrease486

of the photochemical production of O3 to decrease (Kaufman et al, 2002), the O3 concentration is487

lowest for Pattern 1 (Fig. 6c). As above mentioned above, Pattern 1 is most likely to occur in488

during winter (30.5%) and spring (25.9%). Therefore, the weather situation of this pattern features489

the weakest surface wind, the lowest humidity, the second- highest surface pressure, and low490

temperature. All of these weather characteristics are conducive to an the accumulation of particles491

and their precursors (i.e., SO2, NO2 and CO). For Pattern 3, the concentrations of PM10, PM2.5 NO2492

and SO2 are the second- highest compared to those of the other patterns. This pattern features the493

highest surface pressure and much stronger surface wind. The temperature is the lowest, as Pattern494

3 also tends to take placeoccur in during winter (37.0%) and spring (30.1%). Under the weather495

situation of Pattern 1 and Pattern 3, the YRD is both under the control of high -pressure, and likely496

to suffer serious particle pollution. The strength of the surface wind for different weather patterns497

plays a key role in the occurrence frequency of regional severe particle pollution episodes. Pattern498

1, which With has the weakest surface wind, Pattern 1 is regarded as ‘the most polluted pattern’.499

As for Pattern 2, tThe pollution levels of the main pollutants in Pattern 2 are in the middle and500

slightly lower than those for of Pattern 3. Due to the its high occurrence frequency in summer501

(37.0%) and spring (30.1), the weather condition of Pattern 2 is characterized as by its relatively502

high temperature, low pressure, and the lowest RH. In contrast, Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 are ‘the503

clean patterns’, with in which the concentrations of all of their pollutants are distinctly lower than504

those of the other three patterns. Their conditions of relatively high humidity, high temperature,505

strong wind (especially for Pattern 5) and much lower surface pressure are also favorable to for506

the mitigation of pollutants.507
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Figs. 6k to 6o display the spatial distribution of AOD over eastern China under different508

synoptic weather patterns. The regional mean values of AOD in the YRD (28-33oN, 118-123oN)509

are 0.74 for Pattern 1, 0.64 for Pattern 2, 0.81 for Pattern 3, 0.47 for Pattern 4 and 0.49 for Pattern510

5, respectively. It can also be found thatAdditionally, AOD over YRD is higher over the YRD for511

Pattern 3, Pattern 1 and Pattern 2. For these three patterns, high AOD values usually occurs in the512

BTH, the YRD, and the SCB, as well as the provinces of Shanxi, Shandong, Hubei, Hunan, Anhui513

and Guangxi. The highest AOD values are mainly found in northeastern China. For Pattern 4 and514

Pattern 5, high AOD is values are mostly concentrated in the BTH and Shandong province515

Province, while relatively low AOD is values are found in the YRD. Since AOD is closely related516

to the concentrations of fine particles concentrations, it can be concluded that the YRD is most517

heavily polluted under the weather situations of Pattern 1 and Pattern 3.518

519

520

521

Figure 6. (a-j) Whisker-boxBox-and-whisker plots for the mean values of air pollutant concentrations and522
meteorological parameters of 16 typical YRD cities. The edges of each box in (a-j) are the 25th and 75th523
percentiles;, the band inside the box is the median;, the diamond is the average;, and the whiskers extend to524
the most extreme data values. (k-p) Spatial distributions of AOD for the five synoptic weather patterns. P1,525
P2, P3, P4, and P5 represent Pattern 1, Pattern 2, Pattern 3, Pattern 4, and Pattern 5, respectively.526

527
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Table 5. The average values of air pollutant concentrations and meteorological factors for the 16 typical528
YRD cities under the different synoptic weather patterns.529
Type PM10 PM2.5 O3 NO2 SO2 CO SO2 WS T P RH

Pattern 1 116.5±66.9 75.9±49.9 57.7±27.3 46.9±19.2 29.3±17.1 1.08±0.41 29.3±17.1 1.84±0.67 15.8±7.8 1015.0±8.5 72.3±14.4

Pattern 2 81.5±38.4 52.3±27.4 65.5±23.6 36.1±13.4 20.6±9.9 0.86±0.24 20.6±9.9 2.38±0.88 20.3±6.3 1011.2±6.7 79.8±10.2

Pattern 3 86.9±49.5 59.1±37.3 58.5±25.5 35.1±15.5 23.3±15.9 0.96±0.35 23.3±15.9 2.59±0.87 13.4±8.2 1016.1±9.6 76.0±11.6

Pattern 4 66.1±18.8 40.7±15.9 76.8±19.6 29.4±9.8 19.4±6.4 0.72±0.17 19.4±6.4 2.29±0.64 21.7±4.9 1011.8±7.0 75.4±5.8

Pattern 5 58.7±31.3 37.4±22.5 61.1±20.6 29.1±11.1 17.8±8.4 0.77±0.22 17.8±8.4 2.63±0.93 19.4±8.0 1011.1±6.9 81.0±9.8

530

3.3.2 The impact mechanism of synoptic weather patterns on severe particle pollution531

Figs. 7-11 present the meteorological fields and the backward trajectories under the weather532

situations of the five synoptic weather patterns. The first two graphs of Figs. 7-11 illustrate the 850533

hPa and 500 hPa geopotential height field and wind field, respectively. The third graphs display534

the sea level pressure field and 1000 hPa wind field. The highlighted boxes depoint outnote the535

essential areastudy area (i.e., the YRD) that we focus on. The fourth graphs demonstrate the536

height-latitude cross-sections of vertical velocity over the in the latitudes (of 25-40oN), which is537

are averaged from the longitudes of 110-128oE in the longitude. The bold black lines show the538

latitude range of 16 cities (28.6-32.5oN) over the YRD. The positive wind speeds (102 Pa s-1)539

indicate that there arerepresent vertical downward atmospheric motions, while the negative wind540

speeds represent the upward motions. Besides, In addition, it is well known that the atmospheric541

pollutant transport trajectories are deeply affected by synoptic systems. As shown in the fifth542

graphs in Figs. 7-11, to reveal how the typical synoptic weather patterns influence the distribution543

of particles in the YRD, the 72-h backward trajectories are calculated and then clustered. Given544

that Nanjing is the most polluted city in the YRD, as described in Section 3.1, the observational545

site in Nanjing (32oN, 118.8oE) is chosen for the terminus of the trajectoryies for of each synoptic546

weather pattern.547

As illustrated in Fig. 7a, Pattern 1 usually occurs when the YRD is located at the rear of the548

East Asian major trough and is under the control of a high-pressure ridge at 850 hPa. The center of549

the high-pressure system is on located in the northwestern Pacific Ocean. Meanwhile, northeastern550

China is strongly affected by a low-pressure system, namely namely, the Aleutian Low. The strong551

horizontal northwest wind at the rear of the East Asian major trough can transport the pollutants552

from the BTH (with high AOD, as shown in Fig. 6k) to the YRD. At the same time, the west and553
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southwest wind at the rear of the high-pressure ridge can also transport the pollutants from central554

and southwestern China (such as the SCB and Guangxi Pprovince) to the YRD. The confluence of555

air flows may cause an accumulation of pollutants in the YRD. Accordingly, the atmospheric556

circulation at 500 hPa features a shallow through with a west-northwest flow (Fig. 7b). The sea557

level pressure pattern is almost nearly dominated by a uniform pressure field, with which exhibits558

relatively weak anti-cyclonic circulation over the YRD (Fig. 7c). The above discussion can be559

further explained by the 72-h backward trajectories displayed in Fig. 7e. When the YRD is under560

the control of Pattern 1, the air masses are mainly from northern China (44%), followed by the561

central region (36%) and the northeastern regions of the YRD (19%). It This suggests that the562

particle pollution is remarkably affected by the polluted air masses from the BTH and the central563

city clusters. Surface meteorological observation records also shown indicate that564

west-northwest-southwest surface winds dominate are dominant in Nanjing (Fig. 7f), and that high565

PM2.5 is closely associated with the transport of polluted air masses in these wind directions. In the566

vertical section (Fig. 7d), the relatively weak upward air flows dominate are dominant in to the567

south of 30oN, while the clear downward air flows prevail are prevalent in to the north of 30oN.568

The largest descending velocity (~8×10-2 Pa s-1) appears at the an altitude of 500 hPa and in athe569

latitude of 37.5oN. Downward motion dominates is dominant above the YRD, which is in570

accordance with the 850 hPa circulation pattern represented by a high-pressure ridge. For this571

reasonThus, the weather conditions are relatively stable near the surface, and which is beneficial572

to the local accumulation of pollutants. Overall, Pattern 1 represents a stable synoptic weather573

pattern that , and this weather situation is extremely conductive to the buildt-up of atmospheric574

pollutants over the YRD. This result is consistent with the findings of Zheng et al (2015b).575

Pattern 1576
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577

578

579

580

Figure 7. Weather condition in Pattern 1. (a) 850 hPa geopotential height field and wind field; , (b) 500 hPa581
geopotential height field and wind field;, (c) sea level pressure field and 1000 hPa wind field;, (d)582
height-latitude cross-sections of vertical velocity (unit: 10-2 Pa/s) averaged from longitude of 110-128oE;, (e)583
72-h backward trajectory ending at the a height of 1500 m;, and (f) observation wind rose plots in Nanjing.584
In (a)-(c), the highlighted boxes depoint outnote the essential study area (i.e., the YRD) that we focus on. In585
(d), the black rectangular region represents the 16 cities in the YRD (28.6-32.5oN). In (e), the purple marker586
indicates the location of Nanjing (32oN, 118.8oE). These data is represent averagesd for all days587

a b

c d

e f
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corresponding to Pattern 1.588
589

As foInr Pattern 2, a low-pressure center (the Southeast Vortex) is centered in the SCB, the590

East China Sea is influenced by a high-pressure system, and a depression inverted trough extends591

and covers the YRD region in at a latitude at 850 hPa (Fig. 8a). Consequently, in the YRD, the592

strong southwest air flows from southern China meet with the southeast air flows from the East593

China Sea. After the convergence of these air masses, they jointly transport pollutants594

northwestward. While In contrast, at the surface (Fig. 8c), the study domain area is located at the595

bottom of a high-pressure system and is impacted by a strong southeast wind. In the middle596

troposphere (Fig. 8b), the sparse isopleths indicate that there is a small geopotential height597

gradient, while the shallow ridge causes westerly flows. Fig. 8e also illustrates these air pollutant598

transport paths. For the days when Pattern 2 dominatesis dominant, about 4approximately 42% of599

the air masses are from the southwest and the south of China, and 15% are from the East China600

Sea. The air masses from the East China Sea are very important, because the clean marine air601

masses may dilute the particle concentrations in the YRD. Besides, In addition, there are nearly602

43% of air masses originatieng from the local sources of the YRD, which may be related to the603

their short-range transport in the northwest direction. This is also in accordance with the dominant604

northwest surface wind in Nanjing (Fig. 8f). When it comes toIn regard to the its vertical structure605

(Fig. 8d), Pattern 2 is obviously different from than Pattern 1, as the upward air flows dominate606

are dominant in to the south of 37.5oN. The largest updrafts zone (~7×10-2 Pa s-1) appears above607

the YRD and between the altitudes of 700 hPa and 500 hPa. The vertical velocity close to the608

surface is relatively weaker compared tothan that at higher levels over the YRD.609

MeantimeMeanwhile, there is stronger upward motion occurs near the surface in theat a latitude of610

37.5oN, with weak downward motion occurring above the 700 hPa layer. The above discussion611

suggests that atmospheric pollutants in the YRD are horizontally transported northwestward to a612

higher latitude, and vertically transported upward to higher layers. Therefore, despite the transport613

of abundant pollutants to the YRD via southwest air flows and the short-range northwest transport614

of polluted air masses, the strong surface southeast wind and upward motion under the weather615

situation of Pattern 2 determine that thereresult is in much slighter less particle pollution over the616

YRD compared to Pattern 1.617
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Pattern 2618

619

620

621

Figure 8. As in Fig. 7, but for Pattern 2.622
623

For Pattern 3, it tends to occur in winter (36.4%, as displayed in Table 3). Under this624

circumstance, the YRD is mainly controlled by a high-pressure system that is centered in central625

China (Fig. 9a). Meanwhile, northeastern China is under the steering influence of the northwest air626

a
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b

e f
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flows at the rear of the East Asian major trough, with its trough axis appearing along the eastern627

coastline of China. Affected by the strong northwest winds coming from northern China, the628

polluted air masses from the BTH are easily transported to the YRD. At the higher layer of 500629

hPa (Fig. 9b), the circulation structure patterns are similar to those for of Pattern 1. A trough630

appears in the upper atmosphere, resulting in relatively strong west-northwest flows. The presence631

of dense isopleths indicates that there is a large geopotential height gradient and strong downward632

flows. While aAt the surface layer (Fig. 9c), the presence of strong northerly wind is also evident,633

and the YRD is located at the bottom of a high-pressure system centered in the remote Mongolian634

region. The above discussion is further proved supported by the results from of back trajectory635

calculations. As suggested in Fig. 9e, most air masses in clusters are from the Loess Plateau, with636

the percentage of(i.e., 31%). The transport path of this cluster is relatively short, which might may637

be attributed to the its strong anti-cyclonic circulation. Due to the strong northerly wind, the638

long-range transport of air masses from remote Mongolia and northern China accounts for 22%639

and 18% of all trajectories, respectively. Besides, In addition, the local transport of air masses640

from the southeast coastal area in the YRD accounts for 26% of all trajectories. , and The the641

marine air masses cluster that originates from the western Pacific via the Yellow Sea accounts for642

4% of all trajectories. For the vertical structure (Fig. 9d), the distribution of the vertical flow field643

is similar to that of Pattern 1, whereas the vertical wind is slightly stronger for in the weather644

systems in of Pattern 3. Due to the influence of the high-pressure system, it is observed that645

evident downward air flows dominate are dominant in to the north of around 2approximately 28oN646

(including the YRD) below the an altitude of 300 hPa. The largest descending velocity (~9×10-2647

Pa s-1) also appears at the an altitude of 500 hPa, covering the latitude of 35-40oN. However, in648

spite ofdespite the higher surface pressure (Figs. 6i and 9c) and stronger downward motion (Fig.649

9d), the surface wind is also much stronger for Pattern 3 as well (Figs. 6g, 9a and 9c), which650

alleviates the problems of air pollution over the YRD compared to Pattern 1. In allOverall, under651

the weather situation of Pattern 3, the strong northwest wind in the front of the high-pressure652

system usually leads to the transport of polluted air masses from the BTH to the YRD.653

Nevertheless, the strong surface wind is conducive to the mitigation of pollutants, which plays a654

significant role in the level of air pollution over the YRD.655
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Pattern 3656

657

658

659

Figure 9. As in Fig. 7, but for Pattern 3.660

661

With respect toIn Pattern 4, on both the surface and at the 850 hPa level, the study domain662

area is under the control of a high-pressure system (Figs. 10a and 10c). The center of the663

high-pressure system is located on in the Sea of Japan, while a cyclonic circulation occurs over the664
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Philippine Sea. The aAnti-cyclonic circulation prevails over the YRD and horizontally brings the665

clean marine air masses to the land. Meanwhile, the sparse isopleths represent a small geopotential666

height gradient in the middle troposphere, which is accompanied by a much weaker west wind667

compared to the other patterns (Fig. 10b). Accordingly, influenced by the high-pressure system,668

the downward atmospheric motion dominates is clearly dominant in the vertical direction669

obviously (Fig. 10d). The strongest downward motion (~6×10-2 Pa s-1) appears between the670

altitudes of 300 hPa and 500 hPa and at the a latitude of 35oN. The weak updrafts near the surface671

may be related to the regional thermodynamic circulation. As shown in Fig. 10e, the cluster with672

the largest frequency of 32% stands forrepresents the local transport of air masses from the673

southern adjacent areas in the YRD. Additionally, the air masses originating from northern China674

via the Bohai Bay (25%), from Japan via the Yellow Sea (23%), and from the Philippines via the675

East China Sea (5%) are also representative. In total, These the clusters passing that pass over the676

ocean areas totally account for more than 50% of all trajectories. Therefore, under this weather677

situation, it is confirmed that the dilution effects of clean marine air masses play great a large roles678

in the particle pollution over the YRD.679

Pattern 5 features one of the most complex circulation situations at 850 hPa (Fig. 11a). The680

YRD is located between the bottom of the northern high-pressure system and the top of the681

southern weak low-pressure system. For this reasonThus, the strong horizontal strong east wind682

prevails and easily carries clean marine air masses from the East China Sea to the YRD. The683

corresponding circulation structure at the surface layer is similar to that at the 850 hPa layer (Fig.684

11c), while the east-northeast flows prevailsare prevalent over the study domain. In the upper685

troposphere, a ridge appears in the east due to the tropical cyclonic system, thus leading to the686

west-southwest flows over the region. Owing Due to the above-mentionedabovementioned two687

opposite pressure systems (Fig. 11a), strong upward air flows are dominant in to the south of the688

latitude of 35 oN, while the downward motion is obvious in the north (Fig. 11d). The largest689

ascending velocity (~ -9×10-2 Pa s-1) appears in at the a latitude of around 2approximately 27.5 oN690

in the upper troposphere. The This strong upward motion facilitates the diffusion and removal of691

the accumulated pollutants from the surface layer. According to Fig. 11e, the cluster with the692

largest frequency of 45% consists of the wet air parcels originating from Japan via the Yellow Sea.693

Only 5% of the trajectories originates from the Philippines and pass over the East China Sea. On694
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the wholeOverall, under the weather situation for of Pattern 5, the transport of clean marine air695

masses and favorable diffusion conditions contribute to the good air quality over the YRD.696

Pattern 4697

698

699

700

701

Figure 10. As in Fig. 7, but for Pattern 4.702

703

a b

c d

e f
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Pattern 5704

705

706

707

Figure 11. As in Fig. 7, but for Pattern 5.708

709

To sum upsummarize, the weather situations for Patterns 1-5 are more or less affected by a710

high-pressure system. However, the relative positions of the study domain area to the anti-cyclonic711

circulation system are have quite significant to effects on the air quality of the YRD. These712

a b

c d

e f
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differences determine the wind speed and wind direction, and the latter further determines whether713

the YRD is influenced by the clean marine air masses. For In both Pattern 1 and Pattern 3, the714

YRD are bothis impacted by the northwest air flows at the rear of the East Asian major trough,715

which transport abundant air pollutants from other regions (such as the BTH and the SCB) to the716

YRD and cause severe particle pollution (as well as high AOD value sas well) in the YRD. In717

contrast, the weaker local surface wind for in Pattern 1 is extremely conducive to the local718

accumulation of pollutants. For this reason, Pattern 1 is ‘the most polluted pattern’, and it is719

responsible for the most of the large-scale particle pollution episodes over the YRD. Owning Due720

to the its stronger surface wind, Pattern 3 is ‘the second- most polluted pattern’. As for In Pattern721

2, the polluted air masses mainly travel from the southern inland areas, and synchronously meet722

with the clean marine air masses in the YRD. To some extent, this weather situation is helpful to723

the mitigation ofhelps mitigate particle pollution in the YRD. With respect toIn Pattern 4 and724

Pattern 5, the YRD is directly influenced by the air flows traveling from the ocean areas, and it has725

little chance of beingis thus unlikely to be polluted. Thus, Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 can be identified726

as ‘the clean patterns’. It These data suggests that the clean marine air masses can have great727

dilution impacts onsubstantially dilute the particle pollution over the YRD.728

729
4. Conclusions730

In this study, the spatial and temporal distributions of particle pollution in 16 YRD cities are731

characterized from December 2013 to November 2014. Meanwhile, the synoptic weather732

classification is conducted to identify the dominant weather patterns over the YRD. The733

meteorological fields and 72-h backward trajectories are analyzed to reveal the potential impacts734

of weather systems on the regional severe particle pollution episodes.735

From theO observational records, it is shown indicate that the concentrations of PM2.5 and736

PM10 decrease progressively along in the northwest-southeast direction. The pollution levels are737

comparatively higher in the Jiangsu Province and much lower in the southeast coastal area (i.e.,738

Ningbo, Taizhou and Zhoushan). The highest particle concentrations occurs in Nanjing, with739

where the concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 being are 79 and 130 μg∙m-3, respectively. The740

PM2.5/PM10 ratios are high in the YRD, especially in winter. The seasonal mean PM2.5/PM10 ratios741

are 0.73 (winter), 0.61 (spring), 0.67 (summer) and 0.63 (autumn), respectively. These high742
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PM2.5/PM10 ratios suggest that the PM2.5 fraction is extraordinarily dominant in the PM10 mass in743

the YRD. Besides, In addition, high AOD is values are also found in the YRD, with the an annual744

mean value of 0.71±0.57 and the a maximum seasonal mean value of 0.98±0.83 in summer. The745

diurnal cycles of the particle concentrations in most cities follow the same pattern, with reaching a746

morning peak from 8:00 to 12:00. There are three peaks in seasonal variations (December, March,747

and May or June). The wintertime peak is closely related to the enhanced emissions in during the748

heating season and poor meteorological conditions. Moreover, the YRD suffers from the PM2.5749

(PM10) pollution in on nearly 28.0% (13.1%) of the days of the year. The cContinuous large-scale750

regional PM2.5 pollution episodes occur much more frequently than the PM10 pollution episodes.751

Based on the sums-of-squares technique, five typical synoptic weather patterns are752

objectively identified in the YRD, including the East Asia major trough rear pattern (Pattern 1,753

occurs which occurs on 47.7% of all days), the depression inverted trough pattern (Pattern 2,754

20.0%), the transversal trough pattern (Pattern 3, 18.1%), the high-pressure controlled pattern755

(Pattern 4, 4.1%) and the northeast cold vortex pattern (Pattern 5, 5.8%). Each pattern differs from756

the other in respect to the relative position of the YRD to the main synoptic system (i.e., the757

anti-cyclonic circulation system). The This difference determines the wind speed and wind758

direction, which play an important roles in the air quality level of the YRD. EspeciallyIn particular,759

the wind direction is closely associated with the situationdetermining whether the YRD is760

influenced by clean marine air masses. Under In the patterns when in which the YRD is located at761

the rear of the East Asian major trough at 850 hPa (i.e., Pattern 1 and Pattern 3), the strong762

northwest wind can easily transport air pollutants from other polluted areas to the YRD, thus763

leading to serious particle pollution in the YRD. Due to the high-pressure system, significant764

vertical downward motion dominates is dominant above the YRD, resulting in relatively stable765

weather conditions at the surface. With weak local surface wind, the worst polluted weather766

pattern (Pattern 1) features the highest regional mean PM10 (116.5±66.9 μg∙m-3), PM2.5 (75.9±49.9767

μg∙m-3) and high AOD (0.74) values. Pattern 1 is also responsible for the most of the large-scale768

regional PM2.5 (70.4%) and PM10 (78.3%) pollution episodes in the YRD. As for In Pattern 3,769

the strongest surface wind is conducive to the mitigation of pollution, thus resulting in the second-770

highest PM10 (86.9±49.5 μg∙m-3) and PM2.5 (59.1±37.3 μg∙m-3) values. In contrast, under the771

weather system of other synoptic patterns (especially Pattern 4 and Pattern 5), the clean marine air772
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masses, which are transported via the east-southeast wind, play a crucial role in the mitigation of773

pollution over the YRD. Therefore, the YRD has a much less smaller chance of being polluted.774

In summary, the above results reveal that the particle pollution in China is no longer a thorny775

issue not only over a single city, but also over on a regional scale. This study can enhance the our776

understanding of the features of particle pollution in East Asia. Meanwhile, it isthese results also777

confirmed that large-scale synoptic weather systems have exert great large impacts on regional778

particle pollution. Therefore, the establishment of theestablishing potential links between different779

levels of particle pollution and predominant synoptic patterns can provide an insightful780

viewinsight on into formulating pollution control and mitigation strategies.781

782
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The air quality monitoring records are available at http://106.37.208.233:20035. The784
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